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PREFACE 
The earliest example of the French chanson, a Proven1.al 
song "Hora vos die vera raizi.un", dates from the eleventh 
century. (1) The twelfth and thirteenth centuries are the 
' ,era of the troubadours and trouveres. l'he troubadours were 
! 
aristocratic poets and musicians of southern· France. l'hey 
were gentlemen who donated their time to the cultivation 
iof music. 
' The trouveres were a northern French counterpart to the 
·troubadours. ' Trouvere songs were settings of lyric poetry 
,accompanied on the lute or harp. • Trouvere songs were 
:monophonic, that is, a single voice with instrumental accompanim!llnt. 
•They display for the first time some Jll'llsical forms or patterns 
I 
'in compositions such as the "ballads", "rondeau'.', or "virelai". 
:: 
The fourteenth century sees the rise of accompanied songs 
in the same forms by G. de r.:achaut and his successors. 
'l'he fifteenth and sixteenth century brought the so-called 
'polyphonic chanson, characterized by the abandonment of the set 
,forms in favor of free composition, and by the adoption of 
I 
I 
:imitative counterpoint as -;;he basic principle of style. 
Viith the early seventeenth century and the rise of the 
I 
]monodic style, the polyphonic chansm. disappeared, and strangely: 
.ienough, the creative activity in the field of the art-song 
.:ceased. The interest turned to "vauxdevilles", "pastourelles", 
' i"bergerettes", and "brunettes" 
I 
II 
co=t(:j..) _Apel .., IiarYard Dic'W._.QPB.I'y o:t ll'llli..c 
I 
•: 
' :! 
which dotninat&d the field throughout the eighteenth and 
.mid0le part of the nineteenth century. 
There can be no doubt that the nineteenth century was 
'a fruitful one in the history of French music, especially ln 
, the field with which this paper is mainly concerned, the French 
art song. The impact which French music has made on the music 
:of other countries has been great and will be felt for many 
years to come. To obtain a better overall view of the era, 
it might be of great benefit to understand the historical back-
' ground so that all subsequent data may be more easily understood~ 
During the first half of the nine~eenth century French 
!music was dotninated by a musical cluture that displayed to 
its detriment an excessive interest in opera; furthermore vhe 
continuation ofoperatic composition was too largely in the 
hands of foreigners like Rossini. 
Berlioz, in his journalistic capacity, aroused a great 
deal of interest in -che French idiom. After the Franco-Prussian 
'war (1870), the ideals o1 the French school became more clear. 
!French composers could, and must produce music in all forms that 
I 
'would take its place beside the great lliUsic of any other lliUsical 
nation. UnfortUnately, after the war the majority of French 
.composers fell under the spell of Richard Wagner. Of course, the 
I 
f" composers wished to convince the world that Germany was not the 
only country able to produce a great musical art, and with this 
,I 
1came the inevitable reaction from the Wagnerian 
t 
l 
(over) 
:: 
I 
!i 
I• 
II 
3 
I L~--+~~0 --~ -~ . ----:-1:--:-· ·---------···-----~ 
jifurore and enthusiasm followed for Russian music. In the meantime two 
~~pioneers of progress:i.Jre indi vilillali ty arose, Chabrier and Faure, who may 
1: be tezmed the first "progressives n, since their independent styles con-
llstitute the first indubitable assertion of French :braits. Almost simul-
1 
' ' I taneously the p:ilpils of Cesar Franck, whose teaching aimed to incite a 
I 
1 restate1nent of classical forms and methods, arose to extend their master's 
jlideeJ.s. The most sd.gnificant of these latter composers are Vincent d'Indy, 
I! 
''Ernest Chausson, and Henri Duparc. !, 
It is at that time also that we observe the beginning of that 
interrelation between the arts which has produced some of the most charac-
teristic French music; French painting and French literature began to break 
, away from orthodox concepts. Painters rebelled against the "true to nature" 
~~principle, and poets rebelled against the necessity of using words with 
1 
I regard til their dictionary meaning. Claude Monet exhibi:l:ed a revolutionary 
I· canvas which bore the title "Impressionism, soleil levant". It we the 
' 
;artist's impression of the rising sun. From the title of this picture the 
I 
iterm "impressionism", as the name for an artistic me~hod was derived. 
Impressionism in painting and symbolism in liturature tempted Debussy to 
I 
I attain an analogous idiom in music. His music, perhaps the most typically 
~~·.Gallic in flavor and style of any of the later ~nch composers, not only 
!achieved a high expression of geniE, but has also exercised a world-
1 
!wide influence. With Debussy the importance of Germany began to recede 
I 
!and Paris became the center for new music. 
... ---~0~ -- ·--· 
" ~. I' 
jl 
jl Probably the most important factor in focussing the vague aspir-
' 
at1r•,. nthes toward a musicall. independenee and in bringing about a real.ization of 
necessity for nationalistic affirmation was the Franco Prussian War 
'i On February 25, 1871, Saint- Saens and Romaine Bussine founded the 
1 Soci~te N~tiona1e_df!_Ml1Si!Jle Franc~l!l_~.(l) The aim of the society was 
II mainly to encourage and aid the performance of all serious works by 
J: French composers. Works by Franck, Debussy. Lalo, were performed at 
' 
I, concerts of this society, and many of them for the first time. 
' The author of this paper is lllllin:cy concerned with the development 
, of the song in France and therefore deals only with the composers of 
1 this fom. The chapter dealing with the "Lied" and the French song is 
L ,, 
Ji given to present the differences between the twil types, and also to 
I, give some background information on the origin of the French song. 
I Although Berlioz and FrBilck are not verrr prolific as song composers 
li there are sections devoted to those composers because of their in-
!l 
li nuence on .t.her song composers. · 
Each important composer of the song has been dealt with in lengbh 
and almost every aspect of the song(harmony, vocal treatment, text, 
rythm,etc.) has been discussed in detail. 
The concluding chapter is given to present an overall view 
of the development of the song B!ld the many innovations it has undergone, 
before it has proved itself to be a definite form of art comparable in 
everJ'YWB.y to the German "Lied". The purpose of this paper is to prove 
that very point. 
-----------------
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1. 
(Hill- Modern French Music) 
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' ' CLanso.1' i3 t;1e fr_,-::· word for son~; t'er..:f~re it i:.; -c~c colnter-
part of th~ Gcr..uau " L.!.vci11 • If II Howev-er , If tile ir. Ger ::A:.1:,· the Lied became 
an o.r c son~ quite ear l J , th~ cho..-~s on be for~ 1850 ~ ~= s•te..ll.l of n milro 
1 t son~ . 
uith who.t the Frenc 1 call "roma.u.cc.s'' , 11) -l; fo1 h.:.t!f • century befor" 
-::: ~i.l!.!' 'Jf T."aur: :;ra pu8lic :.~.ttentiol, h11J. l.c~n dr11w-.1 ·· · t1 i'1creasin~: 
i ns istence to the 11Lio-ier 11 of the .e~l!!f!.n CC.Jl.' • .;cr:.; . ;• it:h Faur~ , 1:"1..! 
his t;ory of the voice- an-i- key oard. 1 '1' ic co·lld uct b inc ... :.l ~ under the 
cl ssification of e~t'tcr the '' ro.JO. ce" or t"l "Lied" . V:....u.3 ~im!.; Faure ' b 
.. ,. 
ao.t:s were dcc.;rib..,d c.s LicG.er f.J • • :nnt of a b"tter c"1 ,;.. 
-. .... h tt..,.., ro .e.n.:;i\! _;c. ~ fO~ i.ry !'rov!..!... ::uch .... prcfusio. of axa .. pl.;~ ... 
It ~s - r ..... r :-.~s 6.,s..,ntial t:-u.:.t i c s.tvuld .,e co ~ctrnc :..e c. ... cc.:=- ~in~ 
!;o t1. sy~ ... ~i:l )f "cas i.!u.ll:,r identical "Terses." 
.. .. 
':'his in tl:e ei~'-l'tt-e 1i.l1 centur:r was als o tru., o~' t·1., Lied in 
Gern~~y . Ona o~ ~oet~e ' J earliest public!ltions >vas a book of lJTica 
proTi8.ed .lith ... unes on .s ·c'l a model "''B . T. BreitJ.:opf .d · 11t; t' 
1 . t' . ' .... ' "f. ~ . . . . t " ( ) ap:::ct..r~ e. s;) ~.J. cue 1 .. 1~ .~s 9.::; .... o:::.~--..., ~ .n ~J.e .A!.t~n.::;""" ""e~ • , -
(1) 
(2 ) 
which is characteristic )f +he tt strophic fo r m" (1) . Beth i'or:ns are 
fou:1ti in SchuiJert , whereas the Ger an sone; writers fro:n Sc:bt•:;:t;.r.n or.v:u:-d. 
, 
L:._:: . - .: .. T.Jl' t'.e .!evelopill.ent c.r this form ~a::: rae! :.:.ttlo .:.l:...'lucl.CO C::l 
the J...i ~ .. C. cf sv -~ of 'r.T. ich F'aur~ and his contemporary Du:parc ere; t!:e 
• r ... at =:s..sters . 0 · · - ~"t ..l 1 . ... ...... L..~o.~..... Yt-C •. as u.eTe cped ~t. 1~..;r...z.uy ....,~, ... t .... ....e .• ten 
:'OLAr.:..ic c..·tists anc.. the ... ril.. c.:> of art \.ere ur~ing -chat poetry and 
:.r.t~::.li.e;er.ce . It di'- not \lasic~lly fc..llow tl'.e in:' le:x~,J.1. cf' ·!;re '· : ds , a":'ld 
in many cases f£4ilt:i -::~ lJ..:'OTid.e a I:.Us:i.ca.l equlvr:..lc. .t !'o. t!.t... ... .:s _c.:.al 
~tte;l 
.. .. 
I~ is Li.nificant that the only Li~~er-~c-pcter lrl1ose wor k ha~ 
....lch lt:fluer .. ce i n France shoulct ht4ve cc:t:n 3~h'U.I'n8.nll for he ;"Us t"le cn l;,• 
one a...::::1'- the 1--ioneers c.f Jernan sen~ ·.u:. -cil.~ Nr .. o_... tc o.ny cor .. si'-6r&.ble 
<.,Xtei.t,. co .. tcentrato'- upon ..tusical as d.isti!:ct ::.'rom se.n·:ir..er.-co.l features. 
The chief Tirtue of Sch~nn ' s TOcal line is that it follows the in-
flexicaJ.S of the v:ords and e4aules t1.e sin~;;er to proti.uce his sounds with 
1
accer.ts correspor4i~ to the feelin~s which the worts descri•e . Schumann ' s 
superiority is , also , that he reco~ni~d tr~t ~ p~~ase of nusic may 
(1) :"he st!'opnic for .. .1.-S -ct.te se.ute . ..elvd.y ana. accO!.lpanirneut for eo.ch sto.r.zo. 
II 
= 
proTi ie an apt translation of the r:1ood of a poem without exactly fittin~ 
pianoforte part .. tlich haC. such an ~.:.fl:.:ence on the pianoforte 1 arts 
of Faure, it alsl) e.Aplain:s i:)cnu.r.ar ... l ' :i success ,, .:.i:;h secoL.Iilary . .el., ...... .._., 
, 
.. -.lie! .. Faure c:arrle• co such tr iumphal i .• :i''Ch scm~:> a& "Clair ... de ln .. 'l.e" 
' !..11.!. :1.hJ.'"r'e ~e" • 
·.:. ... c' •~i .. its diffc:1e.1.t composer~ a_ ... il .. oya-c--rs , '.t:.l .. e fl.a.ll.f 
.. .. 
cf tho 1 .:.e • 
' ,, 
' c~ ~~, ~--~--~. - ~-- . ---
1, 
! 
[I 
:: 
li 
1] 
,, 
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CHAPTER I 
The Precursors of the Progressive School 
The Songs of Hector Berlioz •••••••. 
If among the French composers of the nineteenth century one deserves 
ji a place entirely to himseli' 1 it is surely Berlioz. The great, the sublime,. 
the horrible, the grotesQ!.le, the peetical, the idyllic, the fantastic, all 
ma;y be found in his music. 
(' ; ~ 
Hector Berlioz was born in the village of Cote- st.- Andre, near 
i' ~ns in 1803. In his memoirs he tells of his meager early musical education~ 
I ' 
1: 
1: limited only to a few lessons im the guitar and flute, Berlioz 1 father in-
j, tended him for the medical profession, and his early education was to that ,, 
end, When Bj!r:-lioz li'Snt to Paris, he became a pupil of Lesseur at the conser-
vatory, where he obtained the •Prix de Rome"in 1830. (l) 
Berlioz has also studied under the direction of Reicha, but in 
reality retained, from the instruction of the se two masters, only a few 
of Lesseur•s ideas on methods, which ma;y be frequently recognized in his 
works. He created for himself an entirely persomal style which was e ,."'" t.c:·-
result of his philosophic studies and the contempl~on of the older. master-
pieces, those of Gluck particularly. (2) 
(l) Lavignac- Music and Musicians 
(2) For further information concerning his studies, refer to Barzun- Hector 
Berlioz and the Roaantic Century. 
;: 
+-- -------
It is re~rettable that .t3erlio~ shou.id r;.c-!:; t:..~;:... ~-·~.:Js&d his cc.rl:; 
ye:!l.rs in a more lll.usical "1.1ilieu". French i11""i.pressio:ns count for so much, and 
il 
\':~~<· 
his musical genius, had it been fostered :mr 6 ~rad.ually would doubtless 
-r ----· 
I' have prcduced even be ::.ter results. 
,, 
" I! works contain ::::1t...C!l that is admira.l:le, 
I d 
I 
ii 
II 
;Jerlioz ''a" not really ;;ifted "ith & •cory rice: 
i . L.he.:es are ufteH poc1· a . .:.ci t1: :·rial. ~'leither can. it ·.:::-~ 
ii 
fi 
,I 
,, 
" I j! 
i! 
" 
,, 
shone 
corrnonr-la.ce 
iO.ea.s i:"dc:n they were 
su"bjectc.U.. Burlicz i~.deed may be saiQ to nave inaugurated a l1.ew epc:ch 
i.a ·G>,e art of instrwaentation. 
beJ.ievi"l:: that in his day orchestrati·cc, v.as both back:vm.rd ._,,d 
t.J::ce~3lV"e, Berlioz ~egan his ·,,:ork by pointi,~;; .Jut every i.!lSta.nce of 
confusion, slovenly ha&its, ar..d tt;nr~i:r:.olo~ical .::l'l'ror. 5urJ.ic. ... ·cscued 
a r:.t'..Ii:::er of h...struw~nts from ::--~i.ause and ne~lect, such as the vicl&j 
he objedted to i:adiscri~ina.te writing for horns and tru::tp:;ts which were 
being useol merely as "fillers" of the r.a:r"'or,y; ~'~ ;T·Jtested ai?;ainst the 
barbaric practices that had followed the b&ss druu and c:y;ni.;".lc irci;o open.; 
I! he pointed out hov,- unsatisfe..ctory i-C vas tv joir~ ~~1e ·GJ.·O.-J1:.c: .. ·~c ·,·1ith the 
w 
s l hi co te _tJO 1 i s, Derl ioz felt that true 1 a .y 
bll ,, i u::; .i.e 1 J . .' rces J. u.ll I' vHC t work, not .el y or 
s ~.~ructure al e, ut rl ythm, expr o..)U 1. ........ , • st o..)ignific ntl 
• (1~ 
rli z' n why 
naTe tri co 'i in the c p ser'c :rtu sity or. :_ _e u:c ... 
( ... ) 1ur such thL .... s li~ 'awnar 'ass''. r r exa ple, in ~.~he 
aN~c...l f.d t'ch,.,Tk 
thir ar of the s n~ se ce" the resolution of the t 1\ ... ~ .o-Z sharp 
is ·m"o,. ~ ac r L1~ t text1. k:s, and. to key oar -trained. ears h rin"' r 
i gifiin~ the pi T rei .F01 Ll1c1 the aos f the ext chori sh ul 
e sh r i ... stea r F ..,: ar .. re r, "' tral- . L~ e r 
the 'sa e'' notes, the resoluti I i uot only cc pea le ut it 
ctu lly t kes place accor i to rule. I 'he orchestral Tersion of 
son th 1 er ...... o on .... he 0 r... sec n. cl r :net go own c 
sharp while the upper, or the voice oes to F sharp; Berl i z ha resol Te 
the chor cor 
(l) Tr et orchestratio~Berli z 
R lAn v1C ,.., ntury 
'! 
Similarly, Berlioz displays a fondness for unisons and octaves, 
~ which in the pianistic idiom are felt as showing a weak harmonic instinct• 
But in the orchestra Berlioz, who had a keen sense of acoustics, uses 
unisons which are brilliant and which force attention.. In other words, 
orchestral unisons do have a secret sort of harmony because of the 
phenomena of harmonies which produce a chord which may not be written 
on paper but which is audible. Berlioz discovered that a good many of 
the notes which are written for keyboard music are superfluous when 
transferred to the instrumental choir. 
In the use of dissonance Berlioz may give an impression of harsh-
ness, but it is only the expectation he raises by the chord or progression 
and not the notes themselves that are uncommon and cause surprise. 
Berlioz wished to use large symphonic forms such as the overture 
and the symphony and, in order to do this, he had to discover some 
musical method by which he could present his "program" idea. The result 
was a compromise between the absolute classic forms, and the chaos 
which might have resulted from a complete abandomnemt of the older forms 
in favor of some new structure based on extra-musical ideas. 
.~. 
' The 11Symphonie Fantastique• and its sequel "Lelio, ou le retour a la 
Vie", the "Romeo et Jul.:l.et• symphony with its beautiful love scene and 
extraordinarily original "La Reine J,!jb"scherzo, the "Harold en Italie" 
symphony, the colossal "Requiem•, the splendid "TE Deum", and last but 
not least, the dramatic legend "La damnation de Faust", are his greatest 
creations besides some very good sones 1Jiii'l!f.t,,:'fffi.,t;}:lwee are mainly concerned. 
The affinity which nineteenth century Russia felt for the music of 
Berlioz is quite understandable. Russia's new school of composer• was 
inspired by a revival of folk melodies, coinciding with a flowering 
of legend, lyric poetry and sacred music. Berlioz' tradition was re-
markably similar. What is more, Berlioz' melodies fell gratefully on the 
ears of young men bred lin Russian folk songs. These tune11 of Berlioz tend 
to be modal, to consist of uneven groupings of phrases, and are wri~ten 
in a free, rather than scholastic polyphony. 
The melodies of Berlioz are long and often asymmetricala 16, 23, 12, 21 
bars; these melodies are apt to be presented in combinations of two or mort· 
and connecting passages are likely to anticipate the full blown tune by 
' presenting fragments in a transitory manner, nor does the melodic line of 
Berlioz often repeat itself; instead, its highly original rythm, its un-
common internals, and straying from tonality, give the the line a typical 
Berlioz11character". Characterization through melodic line brings us to the 
second aspect of Berlioz' melodic idiom, This is apparent to an;t; reader who . 
has heard the "Symphony Fantastique" in which the "lei tmotive" is used, 
(It has been explained previously.) 
I 
' 
' I' 
I ,, 
I, 
I 
·' 
:! 
' 
There are three types of utterance in the vocal music of Berlioz; 
the recitative, the song, and that chant-recitatif which is used wherever 
declamation or "prose" reaches an intensity which will soon burst into 
song. 
The songs proper could be subdivided under many titles: lilt, 
1 
cantilena,~ied~ dirge, or monotone. Berlioz takes a short melodic 
motive and tirelessly repeats it against a constantly changing contrapuntal 
background. 
l ' 
' 
uli ~ . ...-
(;he exq lisi te COJ.lecti n .l 5w r 
a iety, the p t;Ci i ..... of • .1a.t Berl · oz 
n 
...... 1 Con • 
'1 v:4 .l u1 'I • a~l ::.c ·e '· ut c'"+ cf uri"~. l·'ty ~.I. uJ .. v ..LVll~ ..... "" ..... ... v 
Th i'ii ·"- Vil:a.I.:.. - .. i·· a sp:..·L ... C\.. , wh ch con tains , l...L 
i'1·es 1 .So ·~c ~l ... e f 'liar i1 rh~ .. t •rhil 
tre t1: .ir. t eli a of lJ.l."l . I~ is q itt. ppare:..1t fro t. i. so 
L.' I. Botliv:l hti. .. vt ye \, .1e i ·• un. for pi 0 writ in.,. , since ~.I. l,h 
"' 
..L\.1 
Ym still omparati vely ew a:t ~1e beC'I"L 1 .. : ...... g of the :.....L1i~ tn (; ut -y . 
pia. acu mp&. i . ..vl.t • s i t.. -'-1.:. 1. ~ f 
ta.c; -a.~ tria's OTer ai ex.~.remely simple bass . 
" . ~ ... 
0 
! 
hart 
c 11 • ..LS a.r :rr..r... tic o3 ce .. ..., , 
a. 
f 
croto 
~ 
chanr. 
ola. tic •. (1) 
Tl e .:...~.ext sc tthe ;c f ·-..:J.~ c llectic~~) i , as the ti "tl ' bs 
~ other f the sa1 fceli~& of oi, ·~t th t~eme-
cu ~all tw the d part 
een share· n has no 1 t u ned t b tter loneliness, 
1: 'J 1 &,._ 
l1 pe te.L' 1 1 
T nu 4 • .s 
the alone 
y tc ~~~ ~ 1 of the 
L' Isl~ I neor..u ... sir s rna 1 ·ln 's 1ot·~ l J. 
l p .... :.· e..1 ~1: lt of life. 
e .. ·lioz o n ~ 
L t;" • lu.L.., .1. ' 
.1.) I' :c·-. ~ .Ut:l io:.:. au· ;; u~ 1\o.uantic C ... J.t;ury 
e 
1hy ci.1umann long ago recommended th· t one sing out 
Berlioz'melodies.~hese melodies are of such a subtle character ' 
that they are likely to escape us if we sit passive and 1ait 
t o be moved. ( 1 ) 
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Cesar Franck and His Disciples. 
In viewing the past from the perspective of the present, it is 
f" clearly discernible that the period through which Saint-Saens lived gradual~ 
saw two distinct groups of composers arise in France. The influence of both • 
groups has extended into the twentieth century, but the personalities around 
, 
which each gathered were distimctly of the nineteenth century- Ceaar Franck ' 
(1822-1890) was the leader of one wing of French music; Emmanuel Chabrier 
(11141-1894) and Gabriel Fauri, (1845-1924) were the leaders of the other. 
I Cesar Fran.ck ••••••••••.•••••.• .•.• 
I ' Cesar Franck was a Belgian, born at Liege, where he began his early 
musical education • .As a student at the Paris Conservatory, he received his 
first prize in piano (1838) and in organ(l841). (1) In 1843 he settled in 
Paris, and from 1859tuntil his death he was organist at the church of St. 
Clotilda. Fr·anck 1s artistic ideals were such that he continued his creative 
work, whether it received the approbatin of the puplic or not. More often than 
not his works were indifferently nceived, but the lack of puplic appreciation 
did not prevent him from exercising so strong an influence on his pupils 
that befon his death the"Franck"school became a definite part of French 
musical life. 
' Although Cesar Franck's compositions are not numerous, and his out-
put of s011gs very slight, it is absolutely necessary to speak of him as a 
moving force in nineteenth century French music. 
(1) Finney- A History of Music 
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" C~sar Franck's position in the history of music is 
unique. The oratories "Redemption" "Rebecca" "Les Beatitudes" ' ' ,, 
!the Symphonic Poems "Le Chasseur W.audi;:;", 11 Les Eulides", "Les 
Va1•iations Symphoniques11 the "Sonate de Violon11 , these are 
;,he works on which the reputation of _'~Franck is founded • 
• If Cesar Franch brings to mini. some of the older masters, 
1 
particularly Johann Sebasti&.n Bach, by the wonderful ease with 
' 
!which he employs polyphonic methods, he is also a progressive 
composer in the boldness of his modulations, and what 1;1ight 
.be termed the chromatic nature of much of his music. 
Franck was a romanticist, but he had interest in the 
classic forms which led to their modifications i'or romantic 
purposes. The exceedingly lyric quality of his melodies is 
1 sufficient indication vf his F'rench character, while the fact that 
1
he was revolutionist in his use of harmony indicates that the 
' 
'advances of the great Germans were not lost on him. From all 
,of these qualities he evolved a style that is intensely personal 
I 
;and remarkably expressive. "l'ranck~ says IIi. Mauclair "forms 
' 
,the natural link between classicism and the polyphony to come."{l) 
The period prior to the art of Claude Debussy is that of 
• 
-the composer uf the formalist symphonies, Cesar Franck and this 
:period corresponds chronologically in French music to that of 
.Johannes Brahms in German music. 
\ 
Cesar Franck did not wiSh to return to a state of things 
where form, tonality and instrumentation would closely resemble 
;Beethoven's 
J (Ila. Iilauclair - Imprf!ssions s~F~ck 
I 
~phonies. Franck wished to include two features in his symphonies; 
one which would carry him beyond Beethoven along the path indicated by 
romanticism; and the other, that which would preserve him from German 
romanticism which announced itself in "Tristan". Franck therefore sought 
'i a middle way. Two other influences motivated Franck: he could not be 
'• 
insensible to Wagnerian art; and, on the other hand, he was profoundly 
nationalistic. Franck's successive works show how his ideas began to 
define themselves after various experiments until works begin to appear 
which are of a typical Franckian nature. 
For a romanticist of Franck's type, the sonata form was primarily 
a group of movements for which the classical formula of internal structure 
and sequence had largely lost its value, but which offered possibilities 
for unified expression. Franck, in his desire to obtain such a unity 
of utterance adapted a construction which has come to be called the 
cyclical ~· The method was not new, having been used by Beethoven, 
but Franck employed it so successfUlly that it has been connected with 
him almost as though he originated it. 
iVhat indeed are the principle characteristics of Franck's style? 
The nobility and expressive value of his melodic phrase. Franck is 
a melodist in the highest meaning of the word. Franck's themes have 
nothing in common with what the frequenters of the Italian opera during 
the greater part of the nineteenth century erroneous~v termed melody; 
nor do these melodies resemble the short-winded successions of notes 
:; 
whi - :~ i... .. certai ~ .• o ~rn :::ceres a1 
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~.~hat ·"he ·1tlines of the arious 1 elod:i..c phrases f'o.~.·l 
particular co bi tion of '"tes ."" Tbis const r uction constitute s a far stro 
a O:i. u -:b "'cti Te ~ ty t: tha 1 the o .. onp1ace and i ncoher e t sequences 
of chords which have been ranged in order by music makers who lack 
originality outside of their treatises in harmony. 
Cesar Franck 1s pupils inherited from their master a strong and vital 
tradition. _ , : lhe name of Cesar Franck is destined to be handed down 
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to posterity~ not only as tl;at of an aJ.l.airable tea\!lrt:r but w:1a.t 13 ja t;~ol, 
as J.:;l";.at c:.:· r.::.j_e of the i;t'eat composers of the past century. 
1.1e11tioned in conn~c·l.;ion -with r(inetc~nt.h ceu"Lt!ry S011r; deTdloprr1ent ·;.,r~re 
I; 
' " Gabriel Pierne (1863-1937), Ernest Chausson (18SS-l8S9), and Her~i 
In a musical worltl which 1s gradually awakening to the song writing 
genius of Hu~;o Wolf, there is certain to be a renewed. popular interest 
in the thirteen s M.:;s of He.U"i Du;:;arc. 
L because of the sheer sensuousness of' his lyrical ~enius. MoreoTer, 
Duparc has the adTRnte.ge of being among the pio .. eers vf' a ne-;; spirit in 
the i1is tory of ~:i~ Frenc!1 soag ( V~lv }I 5C:.trs c.r sc~~Ju:i..), 
.. . 
of lle:der, 
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song CUl:.ipU.Sdrs, was born in Paris on January ~J., 1848. As d cl·dld, 11d 
Jiscl.Js .... d. ;iJ .. 1sitiTit:,r t·J ..u.usic ',:;.ut :_l.o unusual talent. He was, t1 :.c:a.~ef'ore, 
sont to a Jt.;5G...:d ... school to stu.i~r lb-v.-. lldre ~~a.r ~,·~·i;i;,c~ J...:;""-) 1....;~L. Lnparc's 
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3ebv~d,H lt1-75 and 1886 Henri Duparc was dutiTe .l.11 t!te lll.usical :life 
-~or PtLris. 'l'ogeth~r with Viucent D1In.Jy, Duparc -N!iS t:1~ f'OU"::ldar of' t!-1~ 
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refinement ••••• It is nearly always, by means of nuances, that 
Duparc gives accents to his dreams. (1) 
As has been said earlier, it is in the thirteen sonr,s 
written between 1868 and 1885 that Duparc reveals, a lyrical 
gift which is comparable on occasion with the best of Schubert 
or Wolf, and in every case this lyricism is immeasurably superior 
to all other songs which appeared in France during those years, 
with the single exception of F' au.rC who worked in an entirely 
different idiom. 
In all of Duparc 1 s music one may find the unmistakeable 
influence that his great teacher C~sar Francg exerted upon him. 
Sydney Northcate has carefully analyzed the resemblances and 
.differences in the style of these two composers. Duparc 1 s 
:pupilage is unmistakeable. It may be discerned in such general 
tendencies as enharmonic modulations and characteristic 
chromaticisms, a fondness for the two bar phrase unit, and here 
and there a typical melodic motive ••••• all of which Franck used. 
But there is a subtle and sure sence of dramatic expression, 
and a more positive melodic eloquence than the master (Franckl 
ever achieved. 
Duparc's harmonic texture lacks the depth and infallibility 
of Franck, but it is always fluid and exp1·essive with a sincere 
impressionism that is always restrained and not labored. (8) 
Duparc, of course, was first to discover Franck as a teacher 
and was already working with him b efore 1870, but in many ways 
Duparc was more the intellectual disciple than the pupil of 
' i~ 
"Cesar Franck 
:!(1) G. Jean llubrey - French Music of Today 
,[(2) Ewen - Composers of Yesterday 
Duparc published at first the "Feuilles d 1 automne" for piano, then 
in 1872 a suite of Valses, in 1873 a 11Polmte Nocturne", a symphonic 
composition where one nnds Duparc 1s complete independence. (1) Duparc's 
symphonic poem 11 L~nore11 is remarkably elegant, but above all it is by 
. ~ 
his Melodies that Henri Duparc has achieved complete originality. There 
is in these "M~lodies" a distinctive and a subtle charm, his melodic line 
reflects an elegant curve which has a very personal flavor, and his 
harmony, which is derived from Franck is also free from banality. 
I 
"Chanson triste" and 11Phidyle11 ; "L 'Invitation au voyage" and "La vie 
ant~rieure" are true masterpieces which in the contemporary music of 
France occupy a place of great importance and significance. 
Duparc 1s album of songs include settings of poems by Baudelaire, 
Copp~e, Gauthier, Lahor, de Lisle, Prudhomme, as well as a Franch 
adaptation of Thomas Moore's "0 breathe not his name". (2) It will be 
seen that Duparc drew his inspiration from poetical sources which were 
more or less contemporary; Gauthier, de Lisle, and Baudelaire who 
I lived before Duparc, while Prudhomme and Coppee were two of the most 
famous poets of his own day. The name of the adapter of Moore 1 s "Elegy" 
(1) 
(2) 
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OrdinarijjiT- Duparc 1 s songs c01111118nce in the same calne atmosphere. The 
opening of"Phidyl'" is marked •saow and calma", its chords gently modu-
lating while the vocal phrase evolves "softly and w.i.thout nuances" arolllidtth~ 
:
1 initial B flat, It would be possible to multiply such examples; e.g, the 
first phrase of "btase11and the last phrase of 11Lamento 11 , Devoid of artificej 
,, 
this art attains an amplitude which is scarcelj7 met with in any other French 
~· 
' Not even Debussy, in his marvelous 11Cinq poemes 11 has understood better 
than Duparc how to interpret the soul of Baudelaire. It is with the same soul 
that he has interpreted in music the nostalgic words of the poet of "Fleur 
i1 du mal". It is the same self- contained mode of expression, and the SSIIIE 
i sense of imperceptible nuance, expressed by minute musical modulations. 
I 
!1 Duparc 1s choice of texts reveals his predilections, Whether it is the 
mysticism of "L'invitation au voyage" or the detail and development of 
,, I 
:i"Phidyl'" or 11La vie anterieure", the virile characterization of "La vaque 
et la cloche", the superb restraint of "Lamento", which are poems of Baud-
elaire, Lahor, Leconte de Lisle, it is nearly always a nos:jalgic thought 
or a longing for rest, 
From 1830 onward, when therevolutionary era produced such an outburst 
of lyric genius as is marked by such names as Victor Hugo, and Lamarine, 
the art of the French stng progr~ased rapidly through exaggerated sentiments 
of llompou to the classic brillian" of Ravel, in whose 11Histoires naturellesll 
is embodied the theory- of a melodic line 
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There is in Dliparc 1s songs a modesty of expression. Duparc sa;ys 
exactly what he wishes to sa;y and goes no furthur; but, he sa;ys enough 
to stimulate the mind which is impressed by his utterance to further 
dreams. 
If Faur:, first in the the field, by his long experience attained 
a greater variety of lyrical mood, Duparc must nonetheless be esteemed 
as a helper in the renaissance of the song in France. Duparc attained 
a maturity of expression and individuality of melodic line and harmonic 
, 
decidedly in advance of Faure. Both in the accompaniments and in an 
undefinable harmonic freshness, Duparc has achieved an i;tTefutable place 
in French music. 
It must be recalled that Franck considered Duparc the most gifted 
of all his pupils in musical. inventa.n,vigor of temperament, and dramatic 
perception. ( 1(') The passage of years has diminished neither the personal 
flavor, nor the rare individuality of Dupuc 's lyric works. 
\ 
Hill- Modern French MUsic 
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ERNEST CHAUSSO!l f 1855-~~gg') " 
Among the more prominent pupils of Fra~ck, Ernest Chausson 
'is, despite the tragic interruption-of his career, second only 
,to D'Indy by nature of the intrinsic qualities of his personality. 
'Chausson was born in Paris January 21, 1855. He did not turn to 
the serious study of music until he had obtained his lawyer's 
degree. Chausson entered J,iassenet 1 s class in composition at the 
Conservatoire in 1880, and tried for the Prix de Rome but failed. 
' (1) Chausson worked assiduously with Cesar Franck for nearly 
three years. 
Chausson was a child of fortune - he was independently 
'wealthy,and happily married. His house was a veritable museum 
• I 
with decorations by Henri Lerolle,and paintings by Odilon-Redon 
., 
and Degas. Chausson was absorbed in books and mu,~ic• and thB1e 
were many reunions of artists and cultivated friends which made 
Chausson 1 s life quite pleasant. 
After Chausson 1 s study ;rlth Cesar Franck, he Qegan to 
acquire initiative. An early member of the Soci'~~ ;~a tionale 
!de Musique l<rancliiS he was its secret;ary for many years, and it 
"" ~ " 
'was at the concerts which were given by this Societe that many 
of his works were first performed. Felix Mottel who showed 
such keen appreciation of Chabrier, purposed to give Chausson's 
,opera "Le Roi Arthur" at Karlsruhe. (2) Chausson was emerging 
gradually from his habit of morbid self-depreciation and his 
music was advancing in technical skill and assertive conviction; ' 
'at the same time that his personality was achieving greater stab~lity. 
,l(l) Hill - J,iodern French Mbic 
- •f{'2} - H'in- • Mt>dern French lillksie 
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It is impossible to avoid noticing in Chausson's music 
' the influence of Cesar Franck. But if it is true (;hat Ernest 
' Chausson yields the first place to Cesar Franck, Chausson at 
least surpasses Franck in the attribute of taste. 
Chausson had perhaps the most spontaneous melodic gift of 
all Franck's pupils. He was essentially of a lyric temperament.·' 
As in the case of F'aurle, this was his chief virtue and the 
source of his greatness. His music is pervaded with a gentle 
'melancholy, often intensified to tragic sentiment, and above all 
by indefinable affectionate grace. It is moreover music of 
atmosphere and fine shades of poetic emotion. 
All that Ernest Chausson needed in order to attain his go~ 
was to have less humility and less respect for masters who were 
lacking in the qualities which he possessed. 
Chausson found delight in literature, having studied the 
, ~ 
works of Moreas and Ma eterlinck, Mallarme, and Mauclair at a 
'time when many musicians gave every indication of the most 
restricted critical literary sensibility. 
Where Chausson is himself, his emotion is pure 3Ild noble. 
Besides certain songs like "La Chanson perpetuelle", "Le Temps 
I 
·~des lilas", and especially "Les keure s", which count today as 
:some of the greatest songs of the nineteenth century, there 
are others by Chausaon which deserve to be more widely performed 
" :than appears to be the case. Such songs are "L 'Aveu dans la 
.Foret du Charme", 11 Le Cantique a 1 'Espouse", "Apaisement", 
I 
'"Nocturne" and "Le Colibri". Chausson 1 s soul is revealed in 
·them. Changj,ng 111.1 ts const8.Il.t _ 
' 
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It is a song of tremendous proportions having a very long orchestral in-
terlude reminiscent of rippling water which finally gives way to a simple 
piano accompaniment upon which the vocal line speaks of complete exultation 
in the awakening of Spring. 
~~~s;~!~~ .. §ti~l 1~~ ~~ ~!!.~· J.~~~ 
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.After an effective orches~al interlude consisting mainly of arpeggios; 
the secoad song "La Mort de 1 'amour" begins in the same way as the first 
with a long orchestral introduction. 
The "Chanson perpetuelle"' also for voice orchestra, is a striking 
r ization in tone of hopeless tragedy. Throughout the later songs there is an 
intensification of originality and a concentration of expressive power that 
promises still more had Chausson's life been spared~ Chausson's music uses 
a wide variety of dynamic markings such as he does in "L' Aveu"where he goes 
from "tres lent to plus vi te". The music is very lyric having very few skips 
of more than a third. It is very unusual that we find a skip of a ninth as 
this in "Serenade". Se"'c MAde 
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at once compounded of genius and skill . It is a 
path in the forest of legends , it is a ne'\: and tr ditional 
v.Venue ir d e French forest of' s ongs . 
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forces give w~ to religious celebration. pierne has also composed indus-
mously for the stage. Included in these pieces for the stage are 11La Coupe 
enchan~e"(l895), and"Vendee' (1897). He has also written instrumentail 
music for a number of dramas, among them " anthis"(l894) by Jean Larrain, 
"La Samaritaine"(l894) by Edmund Rostand, and "Ramuntcho"(l908). by Pierre 
II Loti. Piern~ ha s also written a large number of orchestral works, and 
chamber music, among which may be mentioned a ~io for piano and strings. 
II 
, 
Pierne hu tiso wri ttan a large number of songs which have in recent 
I 
years become material for the standard French song reoertmire. The mel~,· i 
dies have a certain grace, elegance, fluidity, and charm which have earned 
I Piern; a rightful place as a composer of the"Chanson". (1) 
The melodic line is always pure and simple in these songs, and 
th~y have a very light singing quality which is apparent in such songs as 
There is ver.y little use of chromaticism in these works and there are 
very few hazardous skips in the vocal line. The Franck influence of grace 
and charm is evident throughout. Pien{e often uses a very firm base line 
over which we have a moving vocal line which is not alw~s completely 
ihdependent. 
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"Le ~ iracle" ( ),"Dans l 1 ombre de la Cathedrale" 
(192l),"Siang-sin"(l924),"Riquct ala houppe",proclaim 
the eloquence of his taste and the sureness of his 
technique.Hue has also distinquished himself in symphonic 
works."R~bezahl"(l886),for chorus and orchestra, 11 rlesurrection" 
a sacred piece (1893) for sopranoe, chorus and orchestra, 
11 Jeunessen ( 1897), a lyric poem for 
SX>1ois ts, chorus and orchestra ( 1893 ) , the symphonic suite "Titania" , ( 190 3 ) , 
a dramatic overture "Les BantinS511 (1904), some pieces for a small orchestra, 
,. 
and Hue has also written much music for the theater. Among his songs one 
should mention "Chansons du valet de coeur", "Croquis d 10rient", "Jeunes 
I( 
chansons sur de vieux airs", and "Lieds dans 1a foret". 
The poets Hue uses for his songs are mainly conte!JIPoraries, Copp~e, Hugo, 
de Lisle, Baudelaire, Silvestre, and Guinaud. Hue 1 s· songs, though very skill-
fully handled do not have the charm and grace . as those songs of Duparc which 
Hue obviousl:tr had tried taJ echo. 
tl Hue's setting o "L'invitation au voyage" text by Baudelaire, is very far 
~emoved from the beauty of the same setting by Duparc. Although the piano 
. accompaniment in the Hu~ setting uses a droning base line and a descending 
I sigh motive which expresses a feeling of sadness, it does· not have the 
nostalgic qual·tywhich is somoving in the setting by Duparc. Notice the 
' 
difference ·in the handling of the piano inbroduction between the Duparc and 
the Hue setting. I tis also very interesting how Hue uses imitation. In the 
example notice how the descending sigh motive in the first measure in the tenor 
!I line is echoed by the sopranoe in the next measure. By this method Hue" gives 
unity to the composition. 
'I 
There are also other ways by which Hue gives unity to a composition. For 
example, this rythmic motive in the introduction of "A ses oiseaus!' appears 
A dc.s 
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1trive , an there is ch o i ' 1 S illl: ..,. in vt. · ... e;ive s 
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ee ,, ~,.:_r,,l 1 :... s a very wei~;;hty q' li .:.y quasi rc:~str 1 
ALEXANDRE GEORGES __ (l850~938) 
It is a collection of melodies, "Les Chansons de Nda rka" 
which broug ht success to another Franck disciple, Alexandre 
Georges. Born in Arrac in 1850, Georg es was also destined to 
v~ite religious musi c. He bee am e the collaborater of Jean Richepin, 
whose text Georges used for t"~es Chans ons de 1~iarka11 • He has 
also written a "Prelude d 1Axel" for concert orchestra, and two other 
works "Le Printemps" and "Poemes d 1 amour. 
In nLes Chansons de Miarka" the piano accompaniment is 
very diffic ult, and at times takes on a quasi-orchestral air. 
Like many of his conb emporaries, Georges aiso has not mastered a 
good pianistic idiom. In his music he makes extensive use of 
chromaticism as is shown in this pa s sage fr om 11 Hymne au 
Soleiln. 
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THE OF HEYNALDO ill H ~ 
lthough Reynaldo Hahn lived in the latter part of the nin.eteenth 
century, his music .. as hardly of the progressive nature , and so it would 
be better to discuss his songs before starting the chapter on the pro-
gressive co1posers in France during the nineteenth century . 
Reynaldo Hahn 1as born in Venezuela in 1£:75 and died in Paris ln 
1947 . t the age o eleven he lla.s t .ken to Paris uhere he studied 1armony 
- it[l Th . Dubois nd Lavignac , and composition with ssenet . Hahn wa.s a 
very gifted lad ; h i.vTOte sonatas and s phoni s vith extra rdinary f cility 
and correctness in his early youth . 
Since 1898 when his first dra.na.ti c wor' , "L ' Ile de r eve" was given 
at the Opera- Comique , IIalm has be successful as composer for th 
th a.ter . 1 though his music has considerable charm and elegance , Hahn 
fa.i ls to show any striking originality or dra 18.tic pmver . Reynaldo H hn 
ONe s ma:; of his popularity to the writing of songs . Some of the mast 
we l l known songs include "Si mes ers avaient des iles t '', ' D' une Prison" , 
" L' Heure exgu~se" , A Les Cygnes" . 
It has b en po1nted. o t in the chapter dealing with Cha.usson 
how H hn echo Chaus son i the etting of " L ' tieur exquise.. . It .i...; 
1 · nteresting to note hovr si1 ~ ar de l.ues useu y ahn may also te found 
in tl1 songs of Hue. Far example thi s example of pia i.;)t · c writing which 
gi ves unity to I u·e ' s ' es Oiseau 1 -: 
o. se. a..u~ 
is-very sl. d.lar o thi pHi c inte.~.·l \, .Hie .. u, y be t ace thr ughout 
, 
H hn ' s setting of "L ' Enamouro ' 
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;;:; I;ugo , t.;6 p e , c..~.na. G uth • t:J.• for his 
Illusical et-'~lngs , and .i i., is actua ly in t. e cap1 city f being au e l.o 
set poet suitabl: t ic t ~,. 1 fu ~,. e g nius of 
sense ll sing i..:. ...... ,f ys c osel ·el e to "G . poet~c phr se . 
o of the op i ~ of " i 1~a vers - 11 certainly 
justifies this 
S.· .-e..s Ve..,- J A.,.••••T .let Aall&.4i , .. ~.. .... 
n ses a very ly.c-ic r 1 ."t.c ... il~v J. ~ e y imposes difficulties 
upn 
the s .Luger • ... is ha...cmo ic tre t ent is very si 1ple ul c , ony 
t a ded effect . ...Iis _t>l ~ o ccor •• -
p ime ts r rely take on the quasi-orchestral a.· r that . y b found in the 
works of c. usso. 01 i rn'. 
It i s~ rr· cien t to e.y that .J.. thou h Hal n c· ~:; from no school , 
and set no precedent for f ture composers , his songs eserve firnt 
position as art-songs of t e nineteenth century French repet .ire. These son[ S 
I 
" 
/I 
1: 
! 
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. are both French in their exquisite color and masterfUl in form. Hahn also 
jl 
j, 
I 
I 
i' 
I ,, 
-l 
did much careful atudy with a view te the better performance of Mozart's 
operas or which he was an enthusiast and of which he was an efficient condUdtor~ 
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!! Chapter II 
THE SONGS OF ALEXIS E:MMANUEL CHABRIER ••• 
The two pioneers of progressive individuality, Chabrier and 
I ~. may be tel'lled the first "progressives" since their independent styles 
' 
constitute the firSt indubitable assertion of French traits. 
The unquestioned pioneer of the progressive type of Freich music 
is Emmanuel Chabrier. The startling originality of his music, his dis-
regard of convention, and his fearless self-assertion all point to the 
beginning of a ntnr era of musical expression in France. It must be admitted 
that Faure was a very close second in exhibitin8 an unmistakable trend 
toward an individual freedom and that he even antedates Chabrier in one 
respect. While Chabrier was somewhat tentatively writing piano music, Faure 
1· had already furnished more than a hint of a new conception of the song. 
Of course, to compare Chabrier to Faure as a composer oil the song is to do 
Chabrier a gross misjustice, for although Chabrier wrote a number of songs 
he is mainly an operatic composer. However, as progressive musicians, both 
Faure and Chabrier were pursuing innovative paths at nearly the same time. 
Chabrier was born January 18, 1841. His father was a lawyer for 
whom this profession represented a title of honor. His ~er w~ a 
musician, and it is definitely !rca her that Chabrier inherited his 
artistic aptitude. (1} 
f". (1) For more infonnation concerning Chabrier 1s family,. refer to Georges 
Servi~res- Emmanuel Chabrier. 
ii 
I 
I 
! 
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' Sapitrtu, an::! from :;1 ere entered the Lycee de Clermond-Ferraari. (1) 
g·.J"Vcrnma:.T~al servlce. Ho-..vever, l:e was per.Jli-t..ted to study- piano, harmony, 
count erpo1.nt, arxi fuque; but Cha.br iur 's father r e!.mi :.1ed fir4n. 1..1~ .li .3 
Crubriar spent fifteen ye!irs in tLe :,_inis try o; ti1e Interior 
before he "as able to dev<>te illwself exclusively to what had always been 
his major interest, t:1e composi'.ion of music. "Quinz ans perdus, " he 
t.loAT 
ofte.1 said with regret, but his development was so rapid;. he soon Ic.adu up 
f\.n· the luck of .JO:ly s-~ud~,r.. L1 f ..tct ::t is dcu':Jtf'..1l ii' any composer 
was a cou1pellinES pcrsorJAlity. llis bold self-t:>:.=..p~-1:Gi.J.L.L ~n u1~ic during 
or reactionary consti~~tes i;.l,.t o .. 1c~ his chiel' v-i:..~tuc Gt.;..d his ruos"t sl.;J.~i-
ficd.nt service -i,;o t!'B .w.·-~ ictil art of his crunGr.i. 
Clabrie.r 1s defective ~r&.ining W'd..S undou~Gtldl:y~ <.1. .::;~1torc~ ' ' ' uU..~..o.lL..i.C<J.p • 
In O;)Ut::u.i.·Ctir.g ~..::cilelj- ·Co 1-~is pu.rents' wisha: }-.e lost t~~e oppcrtunity 
u.cl1ieverre:::1t. Chabrier IIRintained tha-;; he was princi pall;y self-t;:..ught. He 
talent. Trere are many things which one must learn in youth whicr I shall 
(1) George Servi~res - i:mmanuel Chabrier 
,, 
' ~:.:.· 
' 
' 
never reaeh; but I l~ve and breathe music, I 1.'lrite as I feel with more 
temperament than techLti<,.ue, tut what is the di.ffe.·,.,"ce-I think I am an 
how st and sine ere artist," 
and Chabrier is sie;nificant first of all for his prodigious s.rontanei.ty 
the overwle :ming,..~f his o·.ms ical ideas, ;ris ganius for llills ical 
hu;uor is alread;;t apparent in r'L'Et::~ile ." As ~1e corrti.,1nod t":! comp::~se, 
his !UU3ical individuality expressed itself in two sharply contrasting 
moods; ore fairly bursting with energy, p1ssion, a.nd incisive rhyt:1r:1S; 
tha ot:1er ~t:Edtn·, G.c.:....r..i.quil, and!:.:.. ti1~s sentimental. He dia not :?ee:!. 
prinarilr a ri.eMS · oi' subject:i.vd expression. ::-o1·m a.nd e-ven s t~rl~"' ;,..-ere of 
secoildarJ importance except when tc1ey helped him\% attain: · his end. 
Jfa'urier ·~n1s a.n intimata friead of r.:.ost of t}1e l~&dirlb ·.vr:~ ters 
ani painters (;f his ~u.:;, amu ... J.b the.r.1 Verlaine, • .;u.d.e t, :.:ar1et,. ;.;.n.d J.te11oir, 
all :ceJ.ctiona.ries r.i·ClP.. C~ce old sch0ol, and Cha'orier's n1r..s ic reflects tle 
color a>.1d i~J.pre::)sio ....... ism af these art.l.sts. ~u.u.v )£' his ~uost bi'd.Ff .. ic 
of Debussy and :;'du..;:·~. So.i$\lhJ.t later Clnbrier fou::.1d ir1ti;:~te l'ri.ands 
Franck) a:rl c..lso 3-::..'oriel FaurS and A11dr~ ·.·ess&ger. (1) 
The novelty of t;~ subj(~cts Chabrier chose f'0:r mu:ical treatoent 
(1) Hill - Uodern French Jiusic 
and the a'JrUjCt departure of his musical substance frcm classic ,nodels w"re 
appalling to the timid. T;1at he did not ciisdai.1 v'>:cari.ty or eve:1 
cheapness, provided ;_;~_::;t i~L. served his pu1~pv.3o, is ovicie1r'c ill ;:.·,e 11 ~_,Tuyeuse 
clothos these tunes wi-Cl1 such u.nexpected b.nd brillia.Lrt h!:lr·:lontc a!ld 
' I • ;t 
1 rhythmiC effectS ....... entr8.1lCe.Jflis listeners. !11 additiO.L1 vf· ·v}~e tiv'vl"-
I 
titles b..S t.:wse of his songs -- "Villanelle de3 petits canards", ""Ballade 
des gros-dindons", ani t~1e "Pastorale des cochons ros0s" gave reign to 
than the exaggerated romant.:i.cis~:-:. in ce:~:·tain :;:assages 0f l;.is l;~usic dra:cnn.s 
/ 
as ~ fairly- ~Y~gi,-clt..oE vaudeville songs, Chaorier !as set v.ritt:; text;s 
wi t..L such ironic h'.llnor a.s ta create a !leV.' type 
is already a cla. ss .Lc ... s t in r.1oods of eaoti0r~al vi ta.l i. +;~·, :.ironic 1l'L4'"'· G.J.ld 
lyricttl tt3!lderru ss. 
(.c) 
(2) 
Hill - Ivlod.ern Frenc:1 i·.:us ic 
r·.lusicaJ. :-,].;;.rt;.:.c:J·, 1925, Prod'l1omr~ J.G. 
... habrier was alec a pioneer in ~.;he a :..tc.i... .• nt of' a spe if. lly 
Frenc '1 armonic id ic.. • I this vas , of' c 11rsc, closel. follo·e by 
I 
G brie 1 1 u .., v • ce f' .• • .LS a v cis. .... 
•. eso vagn ri , .. r.. •• ~ ... G ... 
~1is own. For exa pl c 1e us of chromaticis..a :..u t .is pia w 
des gros di !dons ." 
o\e.s ~1"'-clo"'S. 
Debussy, D' Indy, Du s, d others have expanded accord· ng t 1eir own 
co c ti ns. C brier was also among t e firs' + 
s ~ t 1 ch ds com ect d. L:~.- r di...! 1 d .nee 
It •on ... d be ra·e t find . Chabrier ' .;) co 
se 1ti :e ...,t..l c vhat which carries 
in ~ 6 t nr e: n ...... ~rt 1Ir.ic piece 
, . ,. 
.J. ... ~..., 
elv en~ c~ te u(. 
~C!ldor ... cc::: 
activatec V• 0 character:; vi' v .• v.!d llnv ~.ud of Brisei 
ction or 'V ork a 
rier 's o-per .... s 
this oC .. s ibili t:Y 
permits liberty; that is to ..., y tr.'-=' tt.I t of the 'Lied 11 • ( 1 J His melodies , 
u T II 'C ' · Ch ns o ... pv'-1r ~ a ........ e , r c.. C. ' illOUr" , "Lied d ur es vers de Lendes ·', 
.I res yeux blues I , I lOUtes les fleurs" , "L t Ile heureuse I, see !l to 1v .J.. ..... 
o ... 1defil..a u e fo ... r.. .!..ll spite pparent haruihood lack the si.-
cerity o ·ofundi ty tha. t one might find in the''Lieder'· or Lalo , ... , 
., 
ure , 
Duparc , C:nausson; nor are they as a bo the ear s tl e f' 
J. vu. , .o.~iz t , u .L v-Saenu, ......... e. '!.. • congs ·;hich e.rc ... lon 
melodies and which are less singable than others shall no .1 be 
discussed. 
T. e oest song seems to be ":::.. "' jiga.les" in which tho realistic 
iuratio ... is strange enout>:1, tut : ·rJ1ich tt.e d ncing char cter of the 
r frain is in tL style uf' ugusta Holrles . (2) In ttLes igales" the most 
outstanding element is t e accompaniment which consists mainly of broken 
chords in the following manner: 
(1 ) For further inforrm.tion about c· abrier ' s operas refer to 
evi~res - Crabrier 
(2) ~ervi~res - E Jn.a.nuel c .o.brier 
' 
le~ CaCfQ.I es 
, 
r uses these broken chords to produce an effect of c 
crickets. The music is set to a text by Rosemonde Gerard which is a very 
amusing story of the daily routine of a cricket ani of the very wonderfml 
music the cricket makes. Through this accompaniment Chabrier has created 
an atmosphere of humor. It is in rondo fonn with a short refrain which 
always ends : 
"les cigales 
les cigalons 
chan tent mieux que les violons l"" 
And each time the music is the same. 
0.~.1 y fter the last v6rse do v·e get a coda hicl does not se the 
(the broken chord) 
broken chord but even this does not last long for it returns once a6ain 
with th o:y e. d.c s1.g ... of P ... P giving a feeling of repose and weariness ir 
t ly chirp . 
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Unlike h s ork i:::. ironic or hu norous songs , there are in t ese 
romantic songs a kind of vulgari~J which the co. poser tries in vain to 
disg,uis ..... ne !'eels ·L •• a"' t: e compos e1 ls constant ly wri tiLJg for opera . 
Chabrier's amusing texts do not inspire Chabrier to write superior 
., ' .. .. .. 
. elodies for a Li d s iYlgcr but rather for an 9P r· tic bt'f .a. • 
'L J allade des .;ros dindons" , "La illanelle des r.e tits canardstt, 
and nLa pastorale des cochons roses 1 all had a direct infl cr..c(.. :.m Ravel, 
who had the singular idea of utting i!1to music the "L'histoires Ia.tnrelles •. 
I"' c i fl enced "L esti ire" by Francis P uulenc; the "Sere.ade 
t otesquen of Rave also ~:;ars a stro 16 similarity to the .• usic of 
Che.. rier . Ravel hi.. elf a.dmitt_;d that Chabrier 's music had a defi ... ite 
, 
effect on t e P anne pour une i ·~ te 'u ... t ' n 1 as one t 
importa t f u :"o .f' '1is early develop .:.ent • 1) 
the thre6 11 .n.orous pieces mentioue above , ''La Villanel.J.e des 
petits canards" i::> most :::uccess ul . I +l<-v "" 
.... taggering of a· Cl(S . 
, 
I 1 the ballacle ~ne :n:usician shows the pedantic and blockheaded 
cotrse o' the goose , ssv ng a .... 1: ut ..... pc ... t n ....... _r. F.:. .. o. tLe very 
start v e get the fee · .n.g ot' a duck .., t..u.dlc vmich is evident in the intro-
duct~ on . 'ter each adventure the ducks experience ' e gc little 
( 1) Lif .... aurice Ravel Goss 
_, 
Perha.pa t he cast t "tr -~ti vc 0 . the songs ia t~le ·· ... ..t:3 vOr ale uhic} 
odulates oft 1 u.l.,yJ i11 the Ci'u ... tic 
uliJ. S d this 1 requence of .. oa ulati on tne composer 
simulates t i. e en·acic humor of the p:..g , '· hich trots , ,ralks, stops , digs , 
arrl sets off again, a.c cordi 1 g ' o its ins tinct •••••••••••• 
ctually these comic fancies 1n some 01 0habrier ' s melodies seem 
to have b---e~1 ~rittenwith n eye Ou. '\ h~ w.s in the c.ir during vis time 
in It' ·ance , and without the intention of reviewing the form of· the " Lied ." 
letter by the com os er to his editors leaves s ·,;i thou· " '-' 'u ~ i... t 1is 
regard. (1) 
'C ' est tres clair , cette musique i a. Dans dix ans , on sera t~es 
fort mes enfants; ce que je fais sera du Jadaud , vour verrez l Dans le 
romance , dans le mor ceau court. , il ~ ut chanter , avant tout . .aintenant 
, 
qu ' <!>n arrives ne plus f------ de melodies carries d r.., les oper s , i ii. 
' fa dta bien pourtant en mettr..., quel ue p rt on tacher"' ca la s :!.es 
~ 
ces . " 
- - -- ---
In spite of the natural feeling for vocal v~iting, some 
of the melodlc lines impose difficulties for the singer; the most 
hazardous skips of the seventh and ninths, twelfths, etc. may be 
found in Chabrier's music. For example this excerpt from the 
"Ballade de s gros dindons" shows Chabrier's use of chromaticism. 
(1) Re f er e i~ res - Bmman ue.l. Cha.brier 
• 
' :-ekc .. ? .. t -.l' 
1 
_ 
In other " its o.~. · 'lritings -w,e .J.,. .J.. na sl.1 .i. t: k v.t' 'ahi" 'Ii lith a s h:t•ieKing 
vocalise and s ldps of an octtlve . T 1~se biz rre bits or ·wri ti 1g .1.a a - i-
tio to ".:>as oon e ... .J.,. .. 0t in 11 accompanilll.ent multl oeem likely to nave 
yery comic effect , yet, some of these writings e.re fine examples of 
classic iro .. y . In 1870 vile yo ng composer , now 29 years old desired to 
parody audelaii~ · The ~ rvelous · : 11 k ~hich cane from this effort 
( Chabf 1a y ") 
definitely r~ghts every fa lt of he e r y .1 i~.; .i115-=- u: t !'le e:: tpose ••••••• 
•• it is the marvelous l! l nvitation au voyage 11 Llparc set to 
' :music at an earlier date and Chabrier 1 s setting is equally effe.ctive . 
- n - -
Looking at tl~ese songs of C..: hab ier v a ., ee .lis imperfections and 
in em 
his f ilures , but we recognize /\the unquenchable courage of the artist , 
the human qualities of the n. ·Te ree.lize that Chabrier h s had an 
influe ceo~ more than one generation of French comp~ ers . I~ueed nru~h 
of the vital origi.ality of later French music y be ascribed to C brier . 
e come n to a composer vho definitely established the I'rench 
as n rt form equal to that of the "L"ed" -Gabriel Faur~. 
, 
T ~ S ~G 
'he th of u ~~ el Fa r~ ii 192~ 
.J..) s virtual ... y ig e 
uts· e ,. .~.1 countr,y d et e e very dmi ent reputttion 
at he e. Of course it is true t:at at a ti.1.1 ,, en the n~jority of 
music1.a.ns \Yere p.;.Ji... g great attention to orchesvral develop.l.e .~.t nu is-
covering , sources +> sound, F • re ~as bUSJ i ting songs and exploring 
the potentiali~ies of t: 3 .telodic line . It is also true that at the age 
of fifty F~ur~ hau not .,.vt ~ritver anythin,.,_ ~ 'Q.1. i.e · · ortauce t 
few compositions which he had written rec eived little understanding 
until they appeared later and could be studied in the light of future 
v;orks. 
.~..~.e ..,t dieu. il.e.~. eye , v..i. tsch, ana aint-.:>~ ·vil3 , 9.nu it 
vaint- Sae J$ to v..horu F ..... u 'e has c..~.. ..... J.., ed to owe everything . J. .._-...,aens 
was a ~ernist and a.s such was xno\m 0.11ly to those people ho had n 
(;..,.I 
un erst nding of and interest i 1nodern tender cies . 'l'his modern tendency 
difficult fo1 l..le uncultivated ear to grasp a1..d, ..,i11ce 7 I 
read to irpressionis, and intricate usical subtleties , he 
, 
unately re.:nained uu:ot1.ced for many years . he greatness of Faure ' s 
music lles in thb .1. act thai. i1e 1.s not as interested in winning our approval 
as in expressing an emotion . 
, 
Faure possesses all t:he qualities one 
expects to r·.Lld in .""rench usic -- cle rutj&& , precision, and le..,tr l.nt . 
His music se .... lS to have an u~arthly char cter; one never kno ,.., quite 
.\ " to e.Af~\.:-t, 1cl y0t tr.Eii e ar'=' no technical difficulties in tl-J.e music 
·which m.igh astonish the listener . Each nuance has !'!Jea .1...i.;1g a.1.1.cl e ch 
Obituary y rlorent Schillitt - Chesterian , 1924 
Refer Koechlin ' s Faure - P . 2 
hearing of a composition seems to have new meaning for- the audience. Faure 
never writes obvious songs, but rather leaves you wondering and drawing 
your own conclusion. It is for these above reasons that Faure has not yet 
received his due position as a great composer. 
Faure first attracted attention as a song composer and it is through 
this medium that this author shall try to make the composer more understandable. 
Faure has written in ap., over one hWldred songs. He began writing com-
positions for the voice in 1865 and con~inued for almost sixty years. For 
, 
quite a long time Faure wa. known as the"French Schumannu. However, according 
to Koechlin, the songlt of Faure, although far superior to a ballad are not 
"fJ.eder" and the comparison to Schumann is not valid. (1) 
, 
The songs of Faure cannot be likened to the German "Lied"; after the 
f1.rst volume of his w orks he freed himselLf almost completely from the 
strophic fonn which we find in Schubert, and he achieves a style of typical ' 
.French subtlety which should not be compared to the "Lied". Of course, the 
...._ 
strophic rom is not devoud of beauty; his use or it in "Lydia" certainly .. ·· 
' 
produced a masterpiece.(However, the puplic of today wants a well ordered 
d;~el~pment which leads to a climax). Of his first llet of songs published 
under tpe ·:title of 11Vingt Melodies n, the most significant are "Apres un 
reve" 8Qd "Au bord de 1 1eau11 and "Lydia". For the most part his first group 
of songs is in. strophic fom in which the air w:i th slight variations is 
repeated again and again. (2) 
t... 
(lJ Koechlin- Faur€ 
( 2) Musical Record-article by Edward Lockspicer, May 1945 
------~------------------------------------------------------~r-~b~ 
p of .... ongs reflect youtl.; 1 st dies wit. o1 
correct , pleasing 1 rmony. or course , · certain modulation factors re 
present .. ~t this tiLe l ich give us au · nkli!~o o :utt rc rorks. ( l) Cert inly 
th progressions in ' u Bard de ' eau" rvritten before 1870 were quite 
daring for their ti1~ (2); not ice particularly the succession of fund men-
tal seve11ths . In his first group of songs we find another charir.ing 
song "Cl nso -.. uu ~cheur' ·ere aga~n the cyle is very simple a.:ri.t the 
hal' onies qllite ouvlo.ls . 1he forra is in . B form with an introduction 
in the form of a rae · i.,a"L,i e. rhis is .. e o£' the .:t; t. )I1gs u1 v:l ic we 
find thJ.s recitative iucrod ction . ·.ve might a so analyze the song a.s 
being in .. B ' B C A f'orm since the recitative returns with a slJ.g; t 
change 'complex f ... 1) . In "Lydia" a· though the ~..ex·c of Leconte de .:.~le 
iG f'~ led ,,i th r. nsuous p ss: , ,..;...{,_·sic is astonishingly simple . (3) 
(1) 
'2) 
(3 ) 
Koechlir. · Fa ~ - r • 18 
J. c:::.L er 
Koechlin - FaurL 
.~.i.eviev; - G.:.1b1 ~~ Fa•· 1e 
NJAy 1945 
ry Les.de Orre 
e.Y 
•.Jt_. 
Other c .. gc in this collection of lesser importance incl de 
'L~ bsent", " ub de" llnu " ylvia tt. 
,e must rer ember il e minL g -cnls 
... .i..t'st volume L.~1 t ''1e c mpost:l.L~ is &..ill youthf 1 ai11l a suitable me l:;i ~6 
::;et".'JCe~1 text a .... (. .uucic is not always apparent . So .;i.mes .~ .. e insists .. 1 
the prea 
s in 
" u Bor de 'ee.u11 ) and ~n thiG period he is most successfu:. Ihel'! the 
ll'lsic 1 idea is p ra.mou1 " . ( 1) 
Bt;~OI'e discussing h~s second song collection wherein ·e fin 
, 
ew Faure , I should like t acquaint the reader vli th a better knov·ledge 
of some of the tech... .·lical devices used by Faur: and a little o.:' Hat type 
ol· ext Fai ... ~ ... a. ored s· ~1 t he m ster' ter v:or ~s may be more easily 
understc.~.oo ..... 
It seerueu i e itablc that ~.~he er of l omarr\; ·.ci.;>., whould. , s co 
the ton 1 structures used by F ure, was l.ue f: s t step to·ward 
(1) Musical Record -- 'ily 1945 
imr!'ec::ionism. The in idea we find in the music is the id n of super-
imposing the subdomina.ut on the dominant chord a.' ove the leading tone . 
This prac vice ·ras 1D. te ore f lly expl~ited by Debussy . 
good deal of this graat ician' s harmony 1.s derivea .L rom the 
J r egor ~an cone;eption . ( J.; oru.e of his progressio1 o 1 e colil.pat:.~.: le .:1.th 
·plain chanc. ( (;) e also get an enlargement of blte p lagal feeling wherein 
1 e t:.e cadence on "Glle f ,<.r"tn degree leauir.~.g t ha of t .a c nic . 
.u1 rest·l:.. ·,;e seem o 6~ v - o!le f seeming vagueness , but is a de1iberace 
effoc-l:; whicl1 .i.; .t ...... ullleu ,j_ ~h }_:: ecisi 01 knowleag~ vf che . j_l ec·iiJ. 
I 
.~.··a,·re .... 1 J.•O'll.C .. tyle , it incluaes a l&.l 0 e number of 
fore i time . T e elements t...· more or less 
diffE:<l e1.a.t 1 inds of se·v e ths , ;.;om.e 1. 1es nintl1o .•,j_ th a fe\ a 1 tera tions . ( 0) 
He also has a deliberate use of inversions , especially the 3econd II er-
an .L ... di ~ ._1•a apt: .. oac 1 o cadence and unconvention .l spacing of the 
harmonies . ( 4) 
,_ 
v) 
'-) 
Koec11l.i11 - Faure~- P . 63 
In 'C" chord o ' 'B ' follo-wi. ng 
.:! , t I ..., , , 
. eu.LJ;t,vl.-,v J.:J 
hve~..; .J..~.... ·· _ w: t;; - ~·a tc... on 
·.i~;;•. ' J.JJU.Y 1 
app o:;::i ..~.:::..Lon to the ;-hult: ~.o 1e 
chord of "F 1 , chord. o "D'' precedf::d C:i. 
a:.: .. d : .. sty e" 
,, 
, 
composer . i'c:Lt're ha · ue the followin pract ices legi ti1DAtl.. - ~P e-
e. Tt:. 
-f 
It is amazing to notice the similarity ine the use of sequence in the 
style of Bach. In "La bonne chanson" we find a logical movement of parts 
even more Bach-like. F~'s wonderful feeling for a contrapuntal harmony 
shows in his use o'' bold passing notes which have a strong harmonic feeling. 
As with Bach and! Mozart, we frequently find the theme in the lower part. 
These suave progressions of the bass are very characteristic of his works.(l) 
I The fugal s-tyle is one which is; never distasteful to Faure and because of 
that he uses i.t without restraint. 
Returning once more ti his harmonies it is interesting to r.note that the 
progressions of Faur~ and Bach may not sound alike but basically th"'are the 
I s~e. It is simply that Fa~ 's progressions may be more complicated and 
, 
.colored. (2) Faure's modulation tecl:miques contain matter for greater st}ldy. 
The subtle transitions are almost inaudible to the listener~(3) Very fre-
quent:l.Jt he modulates enharmonically so that the technical 'i.fficulty is ccm-
cealed and the final result is easy to digest because of frequent returns 
to the defined keys. (4) A typi{:al ~ample is the B sharp which changes to 
C natural in 11Les Roses d' Ispahan". Notice also the quick modulation in 
"J 1 ai presque peur" from "La bonne chanson" • 
. • 
(l)Article by Copland in the Musical Quarterly, Vol.X, 1924 
(2) Refer to Harvard Dictionary of Music- Apel 
~ (3)It is necessary to mention the "pivot" chord which is another method 
used. Of course in this method he is no pioneer 
( 4) Monthly Musical Rec rd- May 1945 ___::::"==-
,. 
ro .. tter he-.. complicc..ted Fau e ' s harnonies u cone.) he a.ha~rs main-
certain ease :rl .. i l makes thu ~~ terer un .. :are of t{l.e complexities 
~o be found on paper . In the opening ba1·s of 'J 1allais par de& emins 
b 
l'fide..,' l':..*ora 'La l:Eonne Chanson" he passes from F# minor to B major , to 
C 1u.aj v..r a:t oack i...v F-/1= minca· ·;i i.h eH-se . '.1.) 
GO the · s ti un of form, he u..,es t. l·n&..L·:y a good ueal 
his fL.~ i. p9riod . vnee gt:tilL lte goes back vO ..... ac. in .Jvl ::::e of the 
'vequence" . Tt:tk.e au of vle Ft:t'..lria.n acevmpaniments and you will uotice a 
,, . . . vlb..~. .n;: ue .t.~.ne , ; influence of Bach . 
.,. 
l L 
, 
"Hi thv 1t ~.~h~ ol.in~r is t1 :..J.1inkabl~. ( 1) This is a process 'vhic Faure 
favored "ueca se of· t~le uni~.~y it ga~e th~ composit·· "'1 . 1he firs -~.~ !.Elas 1.re 
of a vOI;.tpOs . ti 011 y ' e traced Jchroughout. I 1 hi.:; la. Jl.ier son ~ the pianc 
becomes increasingly more important. I n t~e so1 g "Clu:.re de ~m.c", this 
~ (l) Gabriel Fa.nr~- 1eg-. ced ma::>cer -- u.ro ... C pela1 .. ·oica l ,. uarterl· 
·.,r -1• ~, 1024 
first melody pl ycd by t ..... p· y be .f'oun£A. througho en...., ocition 
It is ua.in ·'he:mc of tl e eel pos i·:;i or. :Je t• ..) fH r lleV6! ·etb th 
••c., ~. tl.el techn · que .;ui l!h 
~ 
.~: a.u.r e uses is the e 
Jankelivitch identifies five themes 
from ti1 e to ti _ ._(=..L.)- ----------------- .._• 
'. 
+ LQ. L.IVI :B \o.. c. 
course all thes teclu. .. ical d vices l.l:l.~ .... d .. 'J ut; aprrociatecl 
ill the ·.1sic. It is in this ay only that we can grasp the 
bond bet"v•,.reen the s ourui..; 1 h::..vc 
t e ' s secona. volume of songs and the meeting 
between poet and musici n , vre 1 ind that in is second collection re t'ind 
the nature artlst . It v.ras in this p3riod that he started writing song 
cycles, (l) t·b.e l.'irt:t beL1g a set 01 three songs en:~.~i-tled "Po}mes d ' un 
Jouru. -c is s ~t ·;.o ·;..o.xts y tho poet Cl· 1 s Jra.nd ougin . 'I'lla sone;s 
read in oru r " eHcont e' 'liJ.et;tiug) 'TCiujours'' ( lways) and dieu t (? re-
we~l) . In these songs ..t"'!.e IU1'.S ..~..,.,; a.u.u ·ce:. v a;,. e lJ.v t yet a pe l'ect ~·:.lsi :1. 
nevertheless siugc "' ...... C:t..i.J. .i :... .. .. ... The song.; 
nave a. certain charm er.l.bueu .:ith a <At.l.etic fore~ , .... . 1d ~.~ :1d tJ .ck c .. ..;l· d .... 
feeling•of 
-.. ........... ~ ~J..h ... of/\ sig ation in r.hich r.erhaps it: seen t 1e b...,st of +}~..., v:ork. 
This piece has a Sl.l.lple cc:;mpanir . .~ent 1 :SiJ.1g 6. yaria tion on the re ;.ltrn or 
~ht: 1...11en1e. Faure al·1e.ys cries to avoid exact repetition so t av t}-le 
ir.J~art:.Jt rL.&..y .. ot fal ~.3r. No mattt: llO\l often a ce · ai·1 ldea may ~:tpiJettr 
it is al.; ys interestL1g, to note the sJ.tght c.1anges hich enrich the rmsic. 
T-:: f the best songs of t:te u.uJ.l(; p~riou ... -:.. ' 'Le c~v.L I;; L" a1.u 
' t 
" "' •. uu.l.e • ' J...ot: ' .acret'· 
ll set f r. b t f'o lcr.;in rathe the lines 
ql,ali"t-J whivh is ap:fa ent in all his Sf" .1.1.t;S 
,ite 
(J..; 
\2) 
dJ.f .l'ic .. 1J.. t io J. ·;.el p.1 bt.e i.J .... ca1. SE:; 
'-'U k:ufi:cal. RecarJ. , Lay 1':11:5 
'-'o o .. t11ly ~.usic l H.eccrd , .. ay 
( C.:>mpa> ed throug out) !laving 
f t~e L,._x·;;. (2) 'I' he i:../ci.ne.te 
is q11i te obviot·s i ere. I . is 
!'> its restz ined feeliut;;. '.~.'he ... 
.A.6 
the vocal line is of the utmost importance here, the accomoaniment being 
only a series of chords modulating frequently in the obvmous manner. (1) 
It is in this secammd period that we find ·~es berceaux, "Les roses 
d'Is pahan", and especially "l::1aire de lwe", which is so beautiful 
as to have achieved recognition in other countries where the works of 
, 
Faure were largely ignored. 
I t is in "6laire de lwe", thf& we find a marvelous setting of the 
text of Paul Verlaine. It was Gabriel Faure who first realized the de-
gree to which the noams of Verlaine we re susceptible to music. (2) 
The poems seem always to be equaled in the music by a sincere under-
standing of their meaning. The extreme simplicity of the music per-
mits full appreciation of the richness of the text French music and 
poetry are linked with the name of Paul Verlaine, and it is in his 
writ1ngs that some of the most wonderful expression of French sentiment 
is to be found. Faur6 seams to match Verlainets equilibrium between 
I feeling andl logic Faure's simplicity is that of Verlaine's "au calma 
claire de luna"-- - --"triste et beau". This beautiful phrase is ~ust 
a changing mood in "Claire de 1Ulle11 • It is a subtle change , so that the 
listener is not taken by complete surprise, (3) We always get a change 
I 
of manner rather than a change of scene. Faure seams to sing of life 
with a kind of o~timis.m which he make$ manifest in his music. There is 
almost a sensual repose to the beauty of chord and line, to nature, 
to beauty in all its forms. "Claire de luna" is conceived in the foxm 
of a stylized minuet With the main inter·est in the-
------------------- ~ (l} Koechlin's Faur'e- Chapter on vocal music 
{2}French Music of l_)oday- Jean Aubrey 
(3} KOechlin's Faure 
accor1tpa..~.lirnent . It is onl:.r in the l st i:J~ rase trn t the i:) i ge ~ .:..~.1g.:> a 
va.1·ia tion on "~te melody 1.1.d "W!ut:;h • \} cor ati ve p1 t.., · ... 1.s cc ... l.:' vO 1 e ... t orr 
t· e to ... ic ke;y· th .... t we get u. •omple·~e c rve of the voice to e:; pre so t r an-
quil.:.~y and soli'tuae . (l) 
() IA1 f" f. Q. L) e. ·~l )'\ \ \ i'-. ~ 
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nether example of tbe siruplici ty of Faure' ..; treatment of tl~i securrl. 
peace .of a vil.l.c::.ge ~uneral vd th the horror of a vio l nt dea1.,; .. 1 t..t oe • 
T1. e ha mony is tl at of plain chant (m<;>dal ) and the rnagni tude of it y 
bo seen in the follO'.·i.ag ft;VT bars : 
(1 ) Rcf~r to song 
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The vo:i..l;t; p rl ::s acuompaniecl oy a ver 3 simple --eluu J.llerely 
•=>'J.pporting the voca 1 line in the descr:ipiion of the fu1l. rQ.l . Iu \.. 1e 1iddle 
sectio11 when see e c: &, s, the 11.e l.C i 1e still re.1ai1w p a; it is 
the (;\!Omp~.~..~.irr.~:mt ... L.ich changes only by adding a triple.., on the first 
beat of ·the measure . By this sm. 11 alt ration of uanner l1e ras suggested 
~:~. viol'-nt ontrao.., t-o t .. e firs\; ..:ecv:vl.L and has yet ·es rveJ. t' so g ' s 
conti..1' i y . T1:e Gi.Jl~ .L~ in ..... l. !'crm. OLit;; 1:.~t 11ote the setti 1g of' the 
celebrated po~ "Sple It is one of the best of French settings of t1e 
te~ c and i 1taiJ.lS a sta 1dard of intense melancholy ·;hich is q1, i te super-
" 
io the Debussy etting . (1) 
(1) / Koechlin ' s Faure 
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It is in this middle period that we begin to find the mature Faure. 
U. becomes quite apparent in the famous song cycle 11La bonne chanson", 
one of the composer's best knovm works. It is a setting of nine poems 
by Verlaine in cycle form(l) ;"La bonne chanson is becoming as popular 
to the French repertoire as Schumann's "Dichterliebe11 is to the "Lieder" 
performer. In this work we begin to get a tendency toward more and more 
linear writing.(2) The melodic line is pure and fresh. It is sometimes 
gay and channing and at other times suggestive of angelic elements. 
The work is on a far more intellectual basis than his earlier works have 
been. Several main thanes occur frequently to give the sentiment of nine 
closely knit songs. The cycle includes:!- Une sainte en son aureole--
here the musician is aware of the text at a~l times, nevertheless he 
preservew the form;-2-Puisque l'aube grandit---just like-6- and Avant 
que tu ne tten ~lles, and-7- Done ce sera par un claire jour dtet~ and 
above all*9- L'~ver a cess~, all aff irms joy triumphant. In complete 
contrast to this joy in the tenderness of -3- La lune blanche luit dans 
las bois; -4-J'Allais par des chemins perfides; the breathlews anxiety 
of -5- J'ai presque peur, and finally concluding with the vow je t'iame 
Je t'atme. In -9- LtHiver a cess~, foregoing themes are picked up again 
as in the finale of a symphonic $J.e making a wonderful finish to this 
lyric masterpiece. (3) 
Another famous collection of this period is "Melodies de Venise" 
also on a text by Verlaine. The first song in this suit e is "Mandoline" 
(1) Article by Aaron Copland in the Musical Quarterly VoL X, 1924 
(2) Musical Review, May 1945 --- article by Leslie Orrey 
' (3) Refer to Koechlin's vocal music of Faure. 
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/! from,.Fetes Galantes" Which hes a witty and dreanzy- elegance, with momen-
1' 
,, tary glimpses, almost nostdgic, over the mystic 11paysage~ It is in 
this song that we baSin to get repetition of the rising scalepassages, 
so characteristic of his later works. ""Bn Sourdine" and "C'est l'extase" 
reveal an emotion of intensity similar to that found in "soir". 
In comparison to the song cycle "La bonne chanson", in "La chanson 
, 
li d'Eve", which he wrote later in life, we i'ind Faure surprisingly young, li 
! 
entusiastic, and still capable of evolving new expressive means. It is 
true that this work is charming and spirited, yet at. the same time it is 
' calma and matUPe, q_uietly calling on death "emporte- moi,·(bns ton neant". 
This wonderi'ul work by Van Lerberghe is unfortunately not played freq_uently 
at comcerts. 
In this period we find two more cycles to texts by Lerberghe "Le 
jardin clos" and "Les mirages; " also "L'Horizon chlhmeriq_ua11 in which 
, 
Faure is ill his richest vain. 01' "Mirages", the song "Danseuse" with its 
beauty and restraint make it one of the greatest songs oi' the collection. 
It is dii'ficult to find a f avorite among the fou~ songs which comprise 
"L' Horizon chimariq_ua". 
Emil Vui llermez, one of the Parisian critics, hes said "that to 
love and understand Faure constitutes a privile ge from which it is 
difi'icult nmt to derive a sort of innocent pride. It is the mark of a 
subtle ear, the flattering indication of a refined sensibility."(l) 
/ 
Faure possesses a degree of musical subtlety and charm in his songs 
I 
which is dii'ficult to match in any other composetr of the song. Althol)l;h:.hi~ 
, 
(l) Refer t o Koechlin's book on Faure- Man and his Style 
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music has not yet come to the foBe in the puplic eye, it is this 
author's contention that the passing of a century may prove that Fauret•s 
works have a more lastina; quality than those of Debussy. 
"' We may be quite sure that Debussy was aware of the music of Faure and 
many of hi~ techniques have been incorporated into the latter composer's 
works. In any case it is hoped that the reader has received a sense of 
awarenes; of genius in Faur~ and of his contribution to the song repertoire, 
and to the development of the French song. 
The Songs of Claude Achille Debussy 
Since the middle of the last century, France has made musical history 
faster than at any other time on record. The F~ genius has realizes 
itself in a wealth of music in all forms, composed by a large number of 
men of a great variety of temps raments and traditions. In this group we 
we find such men as Vincent D'Indy (1851-1931), Charles Bordes (1863-1901), 
, 
G~ Ropartz (1864-), Henri Duparc(l848- 1933), and Gabriel Faure(l845-1924) 
who in some ways forec~Pst the works of Debussy, the most important 
composer of this entire group. (1) In the history of the French song, 
, 
Debussy together with Faure(representing an entirely new trend in French 
music) stands in the very first rank. 
Claude Achille Debussy broke the tyranny of the bar line, even the 
tyramny of the times as well. ae set aside traditions which had 
(1) A History Of Music- Wilm 
bo~nd predecessors and 
m.usic s'·.f~ic .:ently t'"' ~,~1a.t which rl.i.s heare., knew , in order to give theul 
C.J. 'e co i ·-s ~nderstan.u · ng . 
T is great inter 01~ drea.~ , u.s Ro ·.ain Roll nd calle De.JU SS,f , 
sno. eJ i'1om his earliest years a i;endendy to dl·eamy emotionalism. He 
· a .. born in t . Ger.1l:liu , jus-c outside of Paris , in 1862-- thir-ceen 
years before the birth o!' Ravel. . ...fe received very li't tle scnou.dng , 
and tno.:..gn :Cds i'atner wanteu hi.m. to go into tnu service , m.s ovm 
desir~ was to be a p2:Linte1· . His lwe u · color wu.s 1ater tr nslated 
lrn;o a new type of express ion in music . ~ ·i-!.te age of elev-c:::.~.1 he c::: .~.te ed 
the a.ris J onserva r:-uL·y a.~.tu. two yf:Ju.1. b lcJ. eL· • u ..... ued . ' \ bv.u. eg~ . 
~ 0 ) so.~.:.g c!:Llled '.~.h~ <.i'ecoiles • l~tu Th.i ;J ll f:Jl.idy Slli.M s an er 1'ort to 
~ 
es'caJ:>e f'1 em the bon s of tL au..iLi on and to find a musical J.angu ge of 
Debussy is not S' r·prising sil ce .Jia.ssenet wab i:tis ·ceac:her and his 
i.~.U'luence is quite noti\j~..:..:..:e in .1i.:; ~""' .. :.Le.~ vmrks , .Lncl·1u..:.J.lf:, ~.,.l.o 
- \ 1) 
(1888) 
oec' .~.~:..· v 11t ta. "La D mo:..ooll~ i!l.te". lis son6 C;~..~.~ t J •' :.cile.J) is one 
of broad cur as ...,TJd sy.nm.etry nd cleals with ~uite a. passionate text 
~hi ch shov-rs a rea y response of sens ibili t-.r .:.... the a.dolesce. t Debussy. 
(1) J and Havel - m. Gc s 
II/ 
s to t'1 
ssenet; ;;·, J. 
:~arc v ., Ch ric.1. ' :..; infl''enc\;; , t..rd ... lJ. ny .• 1stances cl . \}f' ··agner , fro il 
very 
which na did no-t free hiJl5 lf r1.:.c ·ly . I n onnecci vr.i. t:1 tid::; I 
should liKe co \Ji.. t O''t t11a~:. lhen ~o..1s u1 6 sk.y ied in 18ul , 0laude 
Deb' sy • a :y·oung man o:L 9; ~ .;>-~....:.<len~.. .i.1 J .J.l atJ.J. '- ::; cl.. ... s ..... t.~.t ci. e 
t hat .uebussy should ha"~ .1. o nd nio ·,, -y -t:- .l-ussia u•.tring t~ e owing 
su er as rm~sic .L ~..·tor in the ho ve.nold of t tat f mous ifos eto::V 
patrones.::. , J.La.clam von MeeK . (2 ) r:; is reaso ... 1.able t,o cuppose that a yvt·ng 
man· 
visit Sv•le concep~io .. 1 u::.. .... !lSic dL'"' ...... \:;." t from tha· m·eated in the 
i:;eutonic i age . This :.&..~ i ilp rt&nt , for b1~;; U.o [1iuant .~.'it. •re of ~.~·te at;;e 
... u ~ agner . ::.:...'"" ili. 1y other bright 
ro b ~omposers , Debussy began by becoming u.n <A de 1t 1.Iagnerite , a:rrl 
(1 ) Cur Ne 1 !busic - ..t\aron Copland 
( 2 ) J.J JU sy and Rave· 
this influen-::0 B~1t at soma point 
in his early career he went throug 1 a ci1a.nge o: hear,_ and it sed!liS 
ho 
obvious that it was .:oussorgsky .... Ms n:ainly responsi'.Jl~ fvr poi~cing 
out to hi m tho road to a l ess reJ~ricted harwony, ~ musical idiom 
freed from the rules of its a 1cie 1t logic , u.uo. on occasion a way of 
let.~.illltg, VvCb..i. ..J.dlvu.y, <:~.h;..>u" .t"'.:.rallel 'Tlth C"t. outliue of Oraina.ry 
13xtra classic scal es , a.nJ vf u. novel l.4Se o!' c~o vl cl.estra. . (1 ) ho.vo3ve' , 
invented . :.uwtl'lel , JIJ.S vtjCCully .. e::> uil.i. ue d~SCt4SSed later in tlltl paper • 
The e ssence of Deoussy ' s musical personali ty i s reveal ed i n 
the song s , · u which are quite unique in French litera ture . 
co.np0;:;ers of &.l J. lands, ueuussJ w s one o~ t'·~ 1uost p3rscnal . H~:~ 
acn.ieved a J.ltH• s~:..,. le ..... u tne .:>~:~ ~.o"t;ing 01 poetr y and poetic prose. . In his 
songs was a ne.v sensit~v.i.ty to fantasy a.ad s··w.ci.ow mJods . Vocalists 
had to become Debus s y interpreters in a special sense , j~bt as 
pianists did . 
(1) Tne L.usic Lover ' s Ha.ndbCJok - Siegroo.ster 
(2) Pavel - Gos s 
Among song 
'UebuSsJ ' .... ... -:.. ...... ~-~p~·t;;.,;,.:;;:!. t.i.- .:.nevi table revolt against the 
romanticism of t~e period just before , and t~e limi~a~~ons of too 
a stylv vf his J.:.uj the i'or m of mus1c to be ·mown '3.s "impressionism." 
" I lpressionis m" was· a term \7hich •. -as in use durinb the lAtter 
part. vf the nineteen~n century. It orig1nated .ri.th Claude .uo.lt:ji.. , 'Jho 
exhibic..:C. a pa1nti ng in 1867 call~d "Impr e.:Jsionism: Soleil Levant" . ( 1) 
Alis s tudy of light and atmos phere - an ef~ort to reprodu~o t he 
sensation of a scene ratner than to Eake a pnotographic cOpf v~ its 
.le -.tdls _pro duced a .1u.. -.echniqnu .1 -· .... ... •• c..-.> 1.:.1:: .. one i:; -,,(:jre nenoir , 
.::; sl.:>J , f.i..ssaro , ... l. sought to r~conc.i.. le in t '1ei1· aint 01 puini;h tg the 
·mos t prosaic Jct ... ils ~r modern l ifo :nth a deep ido ........ .:..;... . I1.~..y wer e 
concerned. o .. l y with L:a.pr~s nonis 1, o.nd ~i.to-..ght ~e ss 01' lLto i..l:an of 
COlur to li '113; t:lJ. t i;:; to SflJ, harmO!lY t~ . ..1.:: :!..ody. He u.uandoned che 
r: .... oting impressions . Tlis music is vo.g'.le , unreal , a nd ..:oes not insist 
on the u ll too ~olld as pec~s vf lealitJ . ~ike the artlst wno creates a 
• I 
sort of me sh with h i s , paints , which gat hers meaning onl y by 
obse . -vauce frcm a. distance , so doe.s Debussy create an impression by 
( 1) n&.vel - 3us .:> 
rh~ wr .i.e uH.i.Ca .i.:; !J3l'e.J.y ~.ue b.J.' i.. o., develvpme11t car r:..eu W exl.!ess ; i;he 
a.r c o: drawill~ f r ~.ul "' "' o • ..:: ='"' re th&.n .1..!; J .... .., v1 .,;_ ... .n:C. l:;vu ....... ~.u. . 
vut~.'C .1..:; J.J.,au , 0. .1..1. v-.liv J.lt~.Sil~~ ur care-se;:, - espec'li.J...J.Y wat~r , i1£)1J61iJ.S 
to n.J..m t~.rw nu .J.Cis n .J.. ::> lilivtmG.lul1 1 a.uu he .J..s .1. vS lucvmptu a ~'=' poei..-.u •::..~.clan . 
J\.;:; in ''Le it: i.. u ruu...l1' li plt~.uv .. vJ. JS.. uf ~.ohis pe1 ~.uG. , ueut.SS.f ' S \;CUe painli.iug 
ls subjel.!~.olve; lu n.J..b uwn words .i.e .l.., "Une tra..lS}:JOS.1.tion sentl.UtHltule de 
ce qui o<> i.. llN·isiul~ U.uub la. J.lli\,;...r e . " It is the music of nature s•tg;-
e,es cing "Ll:e moou or e.uvtiuu whic:O vr..e pal tl.CUltlr Lu ... l:)e i11 questi 0!1 lil oue.eu 
in t"'e ~.d;ls i:;':.-. J.Uiud . (1) 
Closely t:.Lllied witn the lmpressiuu.i.s~. }:Jaint(;jrs Nere ti1e symbollst 
pvets . They, like~vl se , courei. 11eJ u ne.v ince1 pretati on of i:;l.e l r art , and 
s~:~.-;, poetry as an expression of oo"c11 sound a.nu color . To suggest vras 
ti~.eir ideal, and v;hile meaning .;as ofter .. sacrificed to effect , they 
excelled in creating subtle and ~)lvrful moods thro,tgh the musical 
cont~nc co.1u:l .sounl cf \70rds . ~jnen Dt::Lvss r came upon the scene , music in 
i i.,.:; turn cmubined -.ri th poet~1~ 1:1.1td pe..i.~.1t ... ug .1.i.1. a .wvel blcu.dl.~..g of av•,,_ .. J. , 
~..oc lul , omoti on . 
From 1835 onward , the symbolist poet Steph~n kall~r~ l~d ueen 
;;a tho::ri .... 1g ~:~.uout him poets , painters , lit~:~ ... "" :, ~r ~ t..~.cs aJ.Iu t~..u c.ccas ional 
.m•1siciar. . :::~., ~11ve "{i e ltl-8riffin and uLu&.rt .. :o:~n·il l were among the men 
of letters; Vell&.l!l(;) .re.s ~ wtu.uut~ .. uf t.lt:: group ..... nJ C!l.Hle occa.sionall.f. 
(1) A Survey of Contemporary ~usic - Cecil Gray 
L1 wus to.sse • ..JJla~t: vf :.dnJ1 ~u spirits the p!· .:.hciples vl 6.fuibclism and 
ihlpresaionis.l..ll v.ere freely discussed. In 1890 , Debussy becar.n~ u.n intimate 
.,c 'ilring poecJ.'.Y nearer to mu:.ic u;- .~1{"-ng t.'l~::l.r ver.sd more lut:sica l t:1...1.11 
&houlU. b-y to .rollow t~1e.ir pri11ciples i11 m'l~ic---o.pply:ng '!.:."'ir ·cechnique 
to the world Of sound, "Gryl.nt;; .:;o St'gges i; .:._J.J. l,v!le , i. J.v 1 absi,n.1.ct 
raental in.ages induceJ by a t:.ovght , an emotion, u perfume , a color , 
poem or scene . Any definite object by suppressing unnecessary uetail 
and rep•luucing nob the reality but the emotion evokeJ by the reality 
became a subject for these artists . (2) Debussy evolved, of course , 
his own impressionist aestheticism. (3) I t was c!~racteristic of the 
nineteenth century that all i'ar ms of art should }a. ve an influence on one 
another. The pee try of ~llar . ..t:, s.nd t;he paiJlcing vf ··o:J.et gave DE:Jbussy 
1ua.·e chan a hiut as to th.;;: dircct;io.l Fre.1e: • .wusic oughl:; to i..a.te~ . Ii; can 
.cld.rC...l.f ut; s~id that impressiouiSru is Jcvcid v " 1 OJJ.ard:.:.c Vel tv.ddo • ,'Jhai: 
'1orld of sen.s t...tions . Debussy's roma.uticisu1 w.ay 0~ said J.;o .Jti t:1~ 
ro.£i.ll.nticlsm of au :i..utrovert. 
r.o uLl\!11:;.:; the technical ua.sis of Debussy's novel effects, a l thcugn 
\1) .u..v..t.:r .. l i?.dnch Mus:c - 1·"-.:.1 
\ 2 ) .. ~ .... 'h ... ...,t; .tto.vel e i., oOJ.-:. oe l VJ/d ?.ial·L·a Lto.lc. 
(~) Our Ne~ ~us ic - aron Copland 
1"~ w"8.s an 
admirer of ::3ach, ~ .e oer and S~hcma.nn , but he did dev~lop an idio to .:wit 
dia s onaHces which did not proceed to t'-te expected resolutions , and whose 
relations to one another .Jt~~m rt3L1vte uue 1.0 t 1te e:i.is i on o!: inte1 venil1g 
chords . Debussy is thought t o · ava 't:oo.1 :.r..f luo~lco3d by aa. early ~:;t•tdy or 
evol\· cion o.f mare complex tone co.noin.L v..Lv.,o •lliS .111 s JlOO case s \,een 
accolllplished uy a grad·ta.L ascem; o:: ~: .e ~:..ne l aa.<ier . (G ) Del> ·ssy .rill 
per mJ.t 1.1msell' "(;:.a c.tvrd C ~ G Eo D F;f: from that CO!lle richer co.noina-
tions wuong wnich nunerous relat ions will be establ ished which a ppear 
n ot hc.rsh nor false , but singular l y strange at first hearing , and which 
offer an infinity of charm to modern ears which have not been unduly 
accustomed ~o the laws of th~ ole cchool . Debus s y wished to break with 
!.ad i::1prisoned itself after havL1t; • 0 • t..Cted 'tl-to last. vestibes of ancieni:; 
tonal:.tie~ ¥reserved in plai~ song . He sougn~ for ne.t mcsica_ scal es 
1ound in 1-he far eas"(; . Irt place or our .;.udiviJ·1 .... 1 scales , u..a ior and 
minor , t;he "connecting ties " common to s.ll melody, we find scales on 
different ue:grees, scales with lowered or r aised f ifths: !'ive no'l:.a 
scales (pentaton1c j (3), ••no.~. .... HOt.e scales , etc. The most c '1aracteri..> cic 
(1) kusical Q.ua.r'l:.al·l., - • ! .:l~.;. _ .. M ".d J . :.. • 
( 2 ) ~~:..; ..,vl ~ uf :.:JS 1C - "li lm 
\-') T~le peat~o.toni c ocale co .. sists of fi ne not~ .:. v•1l.,'. corrczp:.ugLld to 
th1;3 o:..ack keys un t.:1~ pianv . I t iv "(;tlt: scale >J- pn.rui tiv~ 1-'eoples 
and is :, ti 11 used by t.1e Chine so and the J apanese . 
sc le se:d by- Debussy is the organ-tuner ' s sc le cf s i:x ·.vl10le tones; 
C D E F# G, .A,/=. .ueb s y e;cpl'-> ed .i:i:;s p ss i"uill t:.o ..... '<J ;.. .v.L o g ly -.;:a"' .e 
left lic..,le or nothil~ to be done wit1 it by his successors. (1) 
.. s has Ot;Jen suggeoteJ bef'or..: 1 sers f t e ninetee1th 
century disccv ruu th .., the eLora f t:1.e climi 1ished :3 venth 11 as invalu ble 
for purposes of mod ula tJ.on . For ins t nee , t 1~ c.tord D# F://= . C may be 
int· a-ce ...; .1:' t :;f' "', .., do rci. r .., :i a tony in the rey of E d th B as the 
implied root). ·J.':1e · e tJ.etn cenc1..ry took the further step of shoV'Iing 
the. t the chord of the o.ugmented fifth and the whole tone chord were of 
precisely th sa .:.e order. 
'lhile the ,-hole tone chord used by !J b 'S sy · s th · 
rnn~ation to be cons'ueled, or tvvo other de ice .... Jj;.." 1'- ~ 
, . 
~.,;J. SSl- l c ()m.i:'os er s frmmed pon th use of con ecut i v~ per '"'ec L fi.1. l;hs 
be uween ny two parts, con~ cr' Lre fo tl s ~.:. L~ .. i..ne 1 >lest moving part , 
consecuui ve ·econds, seve11t s a 1 dht':ls . ...1 ever, -.tnder the old sys te. 
f or ganu...t , pllrEJ.Ses .Vd ·e ha.r ni L.ed Ul s ' cces s ... o s o.:. ::tf-c. fourt1s, 
and ~.~ .. 1e use of this d~vice by a c mposer otherwise so modern in idio , is 
a l rt 
Debussy's "c: ansons de Bilitis' rc a c pe 1 i 1 vf consec ti e 11 or 
thir s, fif and the 
(1) Ravel - ... ra 
De1ussy loo uses a very frequent doublin' of a melody in the lower 
octave - s opposed to the ordin ry doubling in the octave above . 
(Examp:i.e taken from page seven of Cinq Po~mes) 
Jet c:1 \ io.ll 
In • the field of rhytfun, De us sn broke ·i; 'e tl~ di tioilal square ft')r tio l 
which had already received rude attacks a d liberated musical struct•.1re 
and architecture. (1) 
Poetically, the Debussy songs are a.n unrivaled exposition of t:1e 
French genius both in quantity ana q lity. Debussy ' s individuality 
as song writer beg· ns · th his dl>ice of poets . If in his ear lie 
so11.g.3 the c1oice or subjecLs ::.s notal ys of the most literary 
selectivity, that was oecause of adolescent enthusiasms t~t were 
subsequently outgrown . ':hether e. applied hirnJe~-: t giving 1nt st al 
expres:slon t0 t'1e poems of Verlaine , of Ba11delaire, of J.'allarrrui , or the 
(. 
J., :tefer :t.:usica.l uarterly - 19lo - Prod~Homne ~_r .G. 
prose of Pierre LO";ys , he has done wo with intellige!lce , .... t,rene"s and 
uis cretion. De buss~ cr~os e the 1 os t subtle text s, t'1e l~ .... .;;t grateful , 
and he expressed t'ltdr e11tire co 1tent iu an .. mforgettable manner , one 
-:.vhicn 1nakes it impossible to dissocla~e th.e poe.111 fro1n the ,usic to 
:v-:1ic:1 he lJa .:> set it. Out u o. ce L.l=AiH type of renl:h poe·i:;ry he ma ~us 
c i:1 r i J.g pic c; r~::> .L.Ll a s t; lc.. .:uch gro rs na.·L ur al1y O'l:.. .J i' ~...hta .l:'oe ~ic 
111vuU.~ ~nd Deo ·:ssy is J. lly ey_1al to t11e cask of express,11g .J.e ... 
Th~ odo.·e de uanville , 7incent Uypsa and .1: nd.:-~ Girod were early 
sources of yrica.l ins pira. ~;ion . One of t : ltiOS c bea.tiful songs of this 
• .. (I 
e rly 1 1er~od 1.s . eau Soir , ( J.878) on a. p\)en by Paul Boure;et. This i t 1e 
p1·C>duc c of :1c f nc j u.J.lU t he us i c i anship of · ichly gifted lad of 
sixteen . The young coaposer shares musically in the poet ' s desire to be 
happy on this beautift'l evening when the rivers are rose-tinted with the 
setting sun ------------- --- . 
·~ 1 .1 t 1 . .\ t Lorsque ~ so e1. coucha.n es r1.v1.eres son roses •• 
-------... 
Again the feeling here is of Massenet , ut we get an inklin, of what to 
expect · n ch ... ~ t tnre v rks. 
Sixteen of the published songs are settings of Verlaine, one of the 
most popular of the first period being "Mandoline", 1880-83. This is the most 
popular of Debuss.y's earqsongs; it bespeaks the progress he made at the Con-
servatoire in the years immediately preeeding his winning of the Prix de Rome. 
T~e musical setting is one of engaging spontaneity and it deftly establishes 
the mood of the text. Serenaders and their ladies dally amorously, exchanging 
vows tmder the singing branches. 
I I Las donneurs de serenades 
.. Et las belles ecouteuses 
Ec hangent da3propos fades 
Sous les ramures chanteuses. 
The song attests a distinctive and personal giftbfor mood evocation. 
The Baudelaire songs of the f irst period touch depths of expression 
b~yond anything that Debussy had reached before. They have a melmdic freedom 
ably yield echoes of Wagner. The first song of this group "Le Balcon", is one 
of the most Wagnarian of songs Debussy wrote while under the spell of Wagner. 
(1) Debussy uses the same melodic phrase as a refrain each time a line of the 
text reccurs, but varies the accompaniment. Some commentators have even styled 
this refrain a"leit motif", but it is hardly that. ( See .. f ollowing page,) 
(1) Debuss.y, Man and Artist- Thomp.son 
I~ Af 1/ 
\ 
the impassioned and 1 ystical u peal 
mi.,, tress , to .h u he ardently expre a e .::> h i..> hop (.,' at t~1eir happiness 
will rise :ibt.i n like th.J ~ etting suns they saw from a balcony on 
summer cvt:ni gs • 
. 
In "Harmonie du soir 11 (1889) as in "Le Baleen" , (1888) the opening 
lines which return after each verse are used a s refrains and the 
chromaticism suggests a V. a.gnerian influvnce . (b;x . 6) 
has less to 
•H.ec.1 ille :ae t" (P~ ? ; .J.. on of 
vpcni b vf "te onb is r~:rl.Lliscen~ of.' t'1e horn 01"' Tristn.~l und Isolde. (1) 
The last of tl""~e Ba.udelair0 son"'s "La 1 ort de"' e.."J.O.nts (1887) is 
-
one of the lea t 'agnerj ... . This'' .art des amants~'is a son6 of po.ssion 
in n.ic'. two souls burn out i <:e twin torches in t'1~ f' me r ~'toil 
in 
f~eli 1g . 
I 
Unlik· th" B Uu.v:l<:J.i • ..,o~ .. ...,:.. ;:;;.e "Ariettes 01;t'oJ.iees" are · .. disp• ::;-
'iu ..... l' ty, 
y'ccessions . The accomp~~iment, unlike v. ~ tlia r> .uClelAire songs , 
more c011cise :.... ... 1J in a sense m 1 ~ 1 oru.:Ll . 
1) Debuss~, ~nand rtist- Thompson 
There is occ sional hUl.Ol' 1.n De ... 1 s:::y :::;ongs st.ch as mo.y be fcl nd : __ 
, 
r:~~~vS OU li~vu ' • d f' t J. T' .J.. v .L a... 
In U1... 1 a.a in c.ll of his gayer and q nicker a C11g.., 1 it i.:> not· ceable 
·:;':ta-t I.Jeu· . ..,s,{ llas to &.uvpt a much sili pler ho.l·;.r.~.vr..:~,; i:: .:.v ,,~. t,_l n in l.is 
... l07f r ar.d ru re eflectjve son s . ..rL1 er songs in this cycle include 
"Il pleure dans mon coeur" in whic'1 vl•C rains uver :..he ..;..: 'cy ... :.. ..t..t,;; t i L 
the :_eart of the SJ!Iioolist; "L ' mbre des arbres" ··ilhich go s through 
da.r:ihg nodulations that testify to the new indeperJ.dence of ·~dv llln1 
s desig ...... e ~; i e .o : _l.:.. a o ... . ·, ter colors in vcr .... ~. 
m• Lo~is L 1 y ~e~ '1S t1 at up to Hl89 Debus s;y -w,as s ti 1:!. a perfect 
Then he ,.ude acquaintance of "Boris Goudonov" 
beca.1e pe etra.:..vd ··it' 1.1 ssorgsky'.., ue., ar.d. clrnstically ~conoroic style . '2) 
, A A 
The Fetes Galantes of 1892 have been singled out as the earliest 
songs in v.hich Debussy applied the principles of the impressionistic 
me~~od to vocal u sic . rhe accompaniment is often reduced to a minimum 
of suggestion; the voice part has sorootii .. es m.ore the character of a 
. 
rhythmic chanting than of tangible rrelody . "1n Sourdine" f this 
col ection is a good exo.mple of or.thodox •Lied~·form1 wi th a little 1otijo 
~ 
running through it . 'rhis sa! .. e theme 1 't;he song of tho ig;htingale ~ opens 
(1 ) rticle i ~he "'hester1an -
1
") 1 :.·s ica.l 'li1ues - =ay l~..L 
lS'--3 
!J. 
a.nd c oses liment . 
The 10 songs of this group ...... re 
11 0lalr e de une" which sho s 
.cue 1 ~: e lru uence a.ga.ino"t 1hich J.te strug 1 u hl: ogg ouv the 
fii .... " l lf of l .~.s c~revr; -;,..te otl er song is ".~.'&. L~cl es" ·.n1c shows a. 
very interesting tse of the piano . .Uebusr;y thinks of song accompa..ui ments 
in t rrns other than "the piano; tlns a.ccompo.ni ent has alma; t a lute or 
q a.lity , Ni th a. C • v..Ct ·is tic USe Of thirds 1i hich 1S not 
the accompanist. 
An interesting sidelight on the mind of Debussy is shown by the "Proses 
lyriques", the text of which is his own. Some of the :phrases are the Frenc 
clich,es, such as the description of ladies as "les F~tes, les FollesV,etc. 
It is hardly to be wondered that these facile falsities should generate a 
at times a musical style which seams somewhat frivolous.(l) 
Pierre Lo~ was drawn upon for the text when Debussy was ripe for the 
"Chansons de Bilitis", (1897) These songs are a new and curiously succes 3-
ful experiment iV, song writing. The three songs of this group include "La 
flute de Pan","Le Chevelure", and "Le tombeau des naiades". They place De-
bussy beside Wolf and Moussorgsky as a supreme master of woed setting. (2) 
At the outset of "La fl~te de Pan" is a charming example of the whole 
tone scale sustained by a mobile accompaniment of alternating common chords. 
,. , 
-
---------------------------(1) Musical Times -May 1918 
(2) Debussy, Man and Artist- Thompso:m 
In "Le Chevelure", Pan tells Bilitis of his dreams and of their ecsta-
tid fusion of body and soul: 
Il m'a dit; "Catte nuit j'ai r~vt 
J'avais ta chevelure autour de mon cou. 
The chantlike voic~ part with' the accompaniment comspiring to give it the 
•• 
solemnity of a slow march-in "Le Tombeau des Naiades". The chords which clli-
ster about it give it an harmonic feeling that was unknown in song literature 
before Debussy appeared. 
Of course the piano accompaniments in these songs are so important in 
the establishment of the mood and the atmospher89 that it is quite possible 
to talk of impressiomis.m in the vocal music as well as in the piano music.(l) 
The accompaniments are excepti~ly varied and illustrate about everything 
i~ Debussy's armory of effects from the whole tone scale to pedal points te-
stooned with unorthodox chor4s. 
Ever since 1904, Debuss.y had sought inspiratio~ for the subjects of his 
songs in the works of the poets of medieval France. He first wrote musi~ to 
I 
.I 
f iva poems of Charles D•Orleans t or solo voice and piano, others for several 
voices anaccompanied. He next collaborated with Tristan L'Hermite, choosing 
.; 
his "Promenoir des deux a:m.a.nts" which was published under the title of "La 
Grotte". The critics praised the work saying that the vocal line was no lon-
11 ger reduced to a mere declamation. {2} It respected the rules of punctuation 
and natural pronunciation and yet it acquired perfect melodic form. 
{1) Debussy, Man and Artist- Thompson 
(2) cLaude Debussy: Life and Works- Vallas 
the 
In ~ay, lS:i.<., , u~ •. :; ... o::;,:,J u~l t-d. sl.:.ii.J. furtiL<v.t• i·1~,: jj.l; ~'vry of 
France ar:d composed a ne"V et of songs to t 1e verses of t Le 
4 tury poet: the 1 .11 is allaa.eo J.e ,.  · i:i.u .. '. 1.h~y exist in tv o 
s a vocal solo with rJiano accotapanir.ert v and au o1·cu~s vi J. 
rrangell€nt . ...nese songs are among the ruost s ccessf1;l c. ~1:1tio1 s of a 
pel ..1.0d of incr ~ ~ irectne ss a.nd h!::t.l u.a~o.:> of l. ne . 
In the first song , '.'Ballade s ' a ny11 -.. e find broad melodic phrases 
mingling both anguish and regret . It is curious chat in this song 
Debussy marked a ft:M· vocal passages "Fortett, somethi:ng which is very 
foreign to t .e vocal ... ::de of Debussy . 
In the "Ballade que fait . "" ~11 n a reques e 
' e sa mere poi..lr prie 
J.~vo vl~::-.Jame• , !1e l•llsic achieves a medieval tmosphere . 'I'he s · yle is 
contrapuntal 11d the melooi c content modal . 
One nee only i11 t ·ca. e the refrain ' n cette foi je 1; e x vi vre et 
• our~r' , or the 1 rvelous suggestive quality of t1e simple co~~on 
chords, v1hich by the sheer effectiveness of their gentle harmonies seem 
to open the doors of the "Paradis peint , u s ont l1arp s et luths '' . 
The third song is a e y lively song of the mes de Paris whose 
chattering talk interspersed with musical allusions i.::> rendered by 
10. ~ a.l/ c. de i d~~ f e~.-ee 3 cJ~ f>.,.., r :> 
,__,. 
• 
, 
Debussy had taken great pains 'Nith his musical adaptation of the old 
French poet 1 s verses and his meloC.i.:!s w-e closely wedded to the words . 
Th.er~.;; uru : . .:1ny o..ppreciu.ble c na...nges of style between the ~a 1delaire 
\. 
songs of 1£' 3- ... and l:.r.e "11 O.Ls .. uemes d~ S cephe.n ,..;u. l.~.arlll~ ' of 1913 , but 
a ll are different facets of the su..r.e distinctive musical personality . 
'With a few e:>..cept i ons, these are all songs of fantasy . An e:x:gu ... si te 
te ,Jd.er u~ s s pervades thedr ac corupliirlaant>)f a recurring sense o!: futi lity and 
desolation . Instead of action there it; :.>hining fantasy and impeccabl e 
tas1:0e . The form, the manner , .;ne fee ling are 1 ig'.t, even i1 t t ,b l:.J.atent 
II is only o. secorrlary Uilpvl Lu.nce . I11 listening to these songs a.s m....0h 
depeuus OlL L ... ~ 1 is t.enez as on the perf orne r . 
J. OVe t:i1tl te:.x ... s , J.leoussy · s rue&.ns llW.,y heighcen ·t.uelr pleasW'e . 
I rt no uv11er mvdium ~s Deuussy fuonl t;lXJ.ctirlb 1:0han in his songs. 
Here , tl..~ fO.:tic ana mur.~cal geni t:s of Debussy have ..1niteu co create 
their own art form. lne texts m ... s t be clearly enunc~ated una. ~r .. e notes 
scru}!~.o.J.ously ull'lec teu. . The uui.lltest r1t:..t:l.!lce must oe observed but there 
should be no con.spicuous un.derli~1in;; of words or phi-ases . i'he et .. d effect 
must oe one of simplicity that can ye achieved only by tt.c finest 
intelligence and t aste . 
CO: CF ... :o!. 
fhe trend of the nineteentn ce .... ...u.·, ·.-as ;;i).vards a.1 ever-increasing 
and 
"reedon 1o toVIar a relazing of the rules governing tonal synta.x which the 
eighteenth cet.~..try had considered i11exora"ule . l ll.C .·omauticists \.t3re 
.i. 1tez t;,., ~t~.l 1 •• ~.hplur ing .te"' harmonies , which ..;teant that th~y were approach-
ing a free use of dissonance . The use of the new and d~ssonam: hs.1 monies , 
mot ivated t.t .l.i..·st by th~ desire to increase the expressive vocabul~:~.ry 
of ruusic , tend~d to beco.ue an end in itself; the color possibilities of 
new and dissOtlan .. harJoru.es .el'e a source of unenairJg .i11l::ere~ c. 
Style anu structure -
~!.-.. trt~L.d to"WS.rd increasing harrr.c:1ic complexity brought t1":0 
distinct prooleills of st;yie s.t.c. str c.;Ule;, • • .:.rst , every r!J W ada :... .. iou to 
the harmo•tic system destroyed the stylistic balance betv·,.;en rhythm, color, 
me l ody and harmony; t~E lodies o 1il-. out of a sinple triad or scale struc~ure 
of t.ie classical tonal system were often the source of styhstic incon-
grui ty when harmoni zed chromatically . t>econd , ~msical for r.., "-ct-.;}lldent to 
a large extor-~t up..:>n the clear contrast of tono.li ties had to filld a ne; 7 
fuudu.!llen'bll P,rL<c~pl.:: Ot:cause of thE:~ ... !Creasing vaguer£::: ... vf ""'y relo.tion-
ships. The lliodul ation to tre dorrinant for the second theme in the sonata 
form, f or instance , l ost its point when tho seGti on devoted to t ~e fir st 
theme had already presenteJ.':" ar more distant relationship . 
PoE:~try and the French song -
In sum~arizing the poetry of the French song , two poets should be 
discussed : Baudelaire and Verlaine . In intellec~us.l cou~ent , cne poe"'lS of 
Baudelaire raxuc among the LLOst iilllJUrtant puerus in tH~ literature of Fran;}e . 
The whole of nature, any and all aspects o1 life, no matter how frag-
mentary or seemingly unpoetic, solicit and invite Baudelaire to travel to-
/ / 
wards that country where "tout n ' est qu' ordre ·,et beaute, luxe at volupte." 
Music has not yet seen thw birth of a composer v1hose soul might cor respond 
to that of Baudelaire. Yet some have endeavored t o find i n music an adequate 
fully responsive setting t o Baudelaire' s poems, 
In poetry itself, time has brought a revolution from the strict division 
of styles. Poems in set forms have virtually disappeared . Versa itself has 
become emancipated, not only in f orm, but in the very maverial of poetry 
itself . The symbolist poets used the elements of poetic diction ( the rhy-
tbm, the natural spoken inflection, an awareness of color, and a mixture of 
vowel sounds ) t o create a new emphasis upon purely musical element s of speech 
to strengthen the total sense- meaning of their poetry. The resulting com-
plexity and richness of meaning demanded a correspomding musical idiom which 
could f ~ly express the r icP subtlety of such poets as Baudelaire and 
, 
Mallarme . It i s in music then that the soul and the thought of Baudelai re 
and l ater symbolist poet s find an expressive medium. 
In Baudelaire' s writings, v1e find the beginnings of French poetry 
in deep preoccupation with the essence and the material of music. Indeed 
the musical resources of Baudelaire' s sensibilities are not ~t•exhausted 
nor fw 1y realized. Whilst some composers like Henri Duparc were suggesting 
the melancholy of Baudelaire's t hought, others sought to translate into 
music Baudelaire' s sense of infinite sutleties . TBis 
' Claude Debussy in his 11 Cinq Poemes" evokes the t:b.oughts that are 
not quite obvious , and with an insight corresponding to that 
of the poe t , Debussy seeks ' t o liberate in a musical picture all 
the emotional elements .it contains . This is so well done in 
"Le J et d' 3au 11 , i n 11 La mort des amants 11 , and in the touching 
11 Receuillement 11 • 
Paul Verlaine 
At the t i me when Verlaine was writing his poems, French 
nu sic was trying desperatel y to extricate itself from the 
domination of the the~ter . Schubert ~ad been dead for forty 
year s and Schumann for ten , but the French public was still 
ignorant of either, and musicia~s s eemed unaware of the almost 
infinite paths indicated by the work of Schubert and Schumann . 
None of the current French coreposers at that time were interested 
in establishing unity between the poetic ' and the mu s ical thought s . 
They thus conspired to retard the development of a musical type 
t l ,, 
that ranks among the mo st alluring : the Lied. In order to do 
this the new poet (Verlaine) needed a musician of personali ty ; 
an arti st reared upon Schumann and Schubert and retaining only 
their essential nature , VTho Vlould express within the intimate 
.. ,. 
f r ame of the Lied an equivalent sensibility, and who would 
develop an original and wholly Fr ench v~iting uniting the same 
qualities of depth and refinement . That was the role of Gabriel 
/ Faure who must , in the history of the French art song be considered 
the starting point . 
Verlaine ' s sensibi lity has no more faithful translator 
than Gabriel Faure . The French grace of F aure is always happily 
fused with Verlaine's writing wherever the poet is ingeniously 
charming with a slight touch o~ melancholy that increase s the 
attraction . Thus certain songs of Faurg have justly be come 
classics, such as 11 Claire de lune . " 
8la~dt:i Debussy, ~ ... so , ha:. lo11g h~lJ. .i..~.1 &.f .r~~tic. .... th., <:itc.. .. ·,uing 
A" 
poo t of the "Fetes galantes" and of the "Ariettes oubi.iJ es'' . Some ten 
songs ost~:.~.ulish thic special l<T.e .vhicl, nas p£:; ... :as t ea frv lli nib earliest 
compositions to :1is last works. 
Day ':Jy do.y the musical s~ttings of Verlaine increase. Vt-rlaine is 
ea~.:.ly accvssible t n J.u..t5.t\! .... :;. :;;~;;ct:L .. . ~ e. •• .: it i& ~· -:J ... this r~ason that i". d rrill 
1~:>r laine 1 :; po.::.;ry, with as close .,.. oond as cLa.t which uni"l.vs J e r ... ~:.. p.Jctry 
and Cer .. an music ill the per sons of !:eir.~..., a.lO.. 3chwr.a.nn . A stuQy of . rer.c: .. 
laine ' s preset1Ce has played in ~he deve l opment of tre French song . 
I I 
There can be no doubt tr.at ·writers such as Uallarme , Leconte de 
Lisle and Gautier have als o played im.t-u::-tant parts in ... ne development of -cl:..e 
French st. .. -'6 , but it is Baude laire aml 7erlaine ·who wrote ·what might be 
'·ermed "musical poetry" , and who ' ;e l ~;; main:i.j inflt:~J·~tira. l i n :;~e evo.L..ltion 
of t!'le ..... :xiern Frencn song . 
summation of the Development of the French Song in the 
------------------------------------------------------
Nineteenth Century. 
----------------------------
The nineteenth century i s actually divided into two parts; the first 
part from 1800- 1850 deals with the leader of one wing of French music 
Cesar Franck and his disciples; the other is the progressive school, headed 
by :Emmanuel Chabrier and Gabriel Faur6. It is this latter group which led 
directly to the school of impressionism and i ts most prolific composer Debussy. 
A. Hector Berlioz , heir to the tradition of Beethoven, might be classified as 
the greatest figure in the ~ench "!lUSic of the Hineteenth century. Although 
Berlioz vres not a prolific song compo ser~ his influence on song composers 
was great. Berlioz' use of folk melodies fell o~ the ears of young composers 
who were writing songs based on f olk melodies. His style consists of the 
the f ollovnng elements: 
1. A free rather than scholastic polyphony 
2. Use of "program. idea" in which ine thought may be carried throughout a 
a whole symphoDic work (idee fixee ). 
1. Harmonic treatment 
a. Berlioz believed that harmony was based on structure, melody, rytbm, 
expre~sion, dynamics , and most significantly, timbre. 
b. Berlioz conceives songs in terms of orchestral a ccompaniment rather 
than piano accompaniment. 
c. Uses unisons and octaves to a great degree. 
d . His harmonies are simple and there i s not a great use of dissonance . 
2. Vocal treatment 
a . The vocal line is not idiomatic and is usually conceived fo r a given 
instrument 
3. Piano treatment 
a . His use of the piano is naturally quite limited and Berlioz does 
not lvrite idiomatically for the piano. The main reason for this is 
that the piano, at that time, was still comparatively new. 
Berlioz may be said to have inaugurated a new epoch in the art of instrumen-
tation . His works show an origins lity , passion, and vigor, ~hich is rarely 
encountered in the more academic works of his successors • 
• , I' 
B. Cesar Franck, Charles Saint-Saens , Gabriel Faure, and Vincent D'Indy f orm 
what might be called the classical school of French music~ They amalgamated 
the classical forms of the symphony , ~uartet, variations, etc. with a romantic 
vocabulary of h~nies, and with a thorough study of counterpoint. 
Cesar Franck' s innovations are as follows: 
1. Use of cyclical form, in which one motive may be transplanted from 
movement to movement with varying harmonies. This gives unity to a work. 
2 • Franck is a melodist in the jighest sense of the word . 
1 . J:armon.i.call;,• 
a . "l anck us es t..·adi ~,.i..onu.::. maj ..... r and mlnor scal es . 
b . Franck i s u. ~grestfi.v&m the boldness of his ,.adulations , and 
the c uror.a.tic nature of i1is music . 
c . Frar.cK ' s rapid l y s hift i ng harmonies foreshadow the French 
i mpressionists . 
2 . · .eloaic treatment 
a . Fr a.nck ' s -che .:a s a r e true •.lel Odies aw.ply constructed upon &. 
serious ana s o l iu 1~ss . 
u . Tlib t>xceedi.ogl~ lyri.c quah cy of ~1i.; u.~lodics L suf ~ .:. .... :~nt 
.i..ua .i.\!~ cion of Franck ' s :-"ret1ch char acter . 
c . r 1e :aext gr ovp of composer s trul y represertt the beginning of the 
cieve l op .. :ent of t>e French .rt-song . 1hese are ~~enri J)uparc , ~·aLt j_t;l 
tt:ataeac:y ta:.&.rd &. grEa .. :'.;cr subjectiv.i. 1..} , c.1. .110r e lyrict~. l exp1 ~ss.i.veness , 
and a tJpically Fr ench exquisiteness of taste a pear in the~r vwrks . 
Songs and the ir treat ment 
1. Harmon~cally -
a . Use of enhar fuonic modulat i ons 
b . Chromaticis m 
c . F:a.rm sol id basses 111ove ver y li tt.ie , 11hile the complicated 
har.~onic ;;eb ~s 1\lJ.l"\, up on fir.lh ar1d sol~d foundatior1s . 
I 
I 
z. Vvca.l tr"'at~t..t -
a. . ThE:: vocal Lrea.tment of ~hese compCJ-ers 1 ;101' ,s is completely 
iuloma~.ic . 
b . Tlu:1l"o is a. watv. i-cy of: e~.c~·c_,s.ion anc .:.naividPa.lii;y ~l.. c..1€SE:: 
IJellAliC li.uoSo 
c . The vocal line is a.l a.ys conpletely ~yric . 
d . Very s€:ldor.l. a.ru na .. araous skip .... im_parred_ upon the singer 
3 . Tre atr~nt of text -
a . From 1860 onward, whc.u. t"':e re•roll .. i c ...... r., ere. prodt~ced such e.r:. 
outL rst of lj ic b l.ills ..... ::; is .• ;arked by .;nch na '"'s as \~ictcr 
Hugo f4 •• d La o.rti~ , the art of t. e I•..rench song progrossed 
rapidly . 
b . In the works of Duparc the text is com l€:tl3ly in keepi n[; .i i;h 
tr.c -..n!>ic . Or.e co"~Ci .~.l -Ily ·or.cei•re of ... .::r.w-e "!;~;, ... ttifnl 
C~;;tt.:..tg or ''L ' f tlvito.tion Gl.'l V0j't..bt: 11 • Tl.c tex .. trc,u... nt in '·he 
so .... 0 ., ,/' C~aussou .... lso ., "";..,., a .Ja.rkeu i proverrront i'ror .• :..he i-ext 
Ll·eatmeH .. of :::o~'le of his predecessors. ::rowever , althoug;l, He 
song a\. tHj_;; sts.~., beban to take on ;,.:,e a 1 earauce of a for , 
t.JoC>le ,,-a:; still.ui'.lt;n prog .. ess .;hich ·,"'J ~,o be illade as far as 
text setting .re.s concer11ed . 
1 . Piano treat~~nt -
a . In tne ~.orks of i)uparc ..-;., 18. • find at last truly pianistic 
;:rit~ng . •J.lt: pi ... ,lo !)lrts oeco e not v .l,y u.cco .pcl.l.i ... vr..ts but 
ill rr.::.r..y ca~os &.re as '::>eauti!'"L'i and irr.t--:rtat.t as the voca.::.. line . 
b . In t' e .;o 1\.c; uf' Sllausson the piano accolupaniment vei .i often 
takes on a quas i -orchestral a.ppeara11~e. Very c.:"'t.~u i11 u1any of 
... 
Cha.usson ' s works and also~those of Duparc one ma.y notice how 
the piano tarts <>.1'e bt;,ir:.g ~x~-'loi ted anu •:e may feel how the 
composer was sear ching for a purely k'i~::~.uistic i<.lio,n . 
ln a final e.o.J.alysis of ~h~ dcvelopmer..:t of tht art song, ill France 
from 1800-1850 ·.re way say that ..... ~ H nu'""h it heti nnt ~,ret achiev<; 14t~ chness 
and expressiveness of the J-er.ra.n "Lied", it had definitely progressed and it 
becarr.e qui ..... .., &.:-parent vri th t'he son_:s of Duparc thr~t a .1fH' for n of art was 
art song . 
Tho Progress::.'. e vc:1ool 1850- 1900 
rl!E4br i~r and Faur~ iliAJ ce te1·.u~<.l the fit·s t p~gi'esl!Jt1'e~ecau se of 
first 
the i r assertion of French traits . I n their works the French song pro-
f\ 
gresse d f r om a popular bal lad to an art form comparable to that of the 
"Lied . " 
Songs and the it• treat.ment -
1 . E~::~.r::.onic tree.t.,JEWi. -
::1 . Use of chrO!naticis.m 
b . Use of whole tone scale 
c . Idea of superin.pos ing the subdominant on the dominant chord above 
the leading tone 
d . Use of medieval illodes 
. . 
e . Unconver.tional use of o. . lt~ iieventh c 10rd I::I.I,d all its: inversions 
f . !1regularly resolved appog0i~::~.turas 
g . False relation of t~e tritone 
h . use of enharmonic modula .. aon 
2 . Vocal treat.::::!ent -
a . The vocal li~e_ut i~ quite ind"'pe 1dent of t:1e piano accompani"" · 
tuent . 
songs of Schu.,-.ann . 
r.en t • 
.3 . rr~ ... t •. a;,nt of l?.:. ... zJ.o accompani.a.".l"' -
have a lyric .::>J.~ 6.:_ .~.; q t l:U .i. "'·' . 
L . I J.1 "any ~ns'tauces t ·e piano accompani~ent is so ~ t-·"' .:.. :., u.ay be 
as a 
plU..ft>u"s r lo ,;i thout the vocal l ine 
4 . Treui:.u~nL of text -
,, 
... • In t e uor~ of r:robrier and Faur~ the text and mus ic h&.ve 
finally found a suitable tueeti ng . (This na.s b~en discussed 
previous l y in the Concl uz ion) 
1..oder n :French music found its most ~ ara.ctoristic express.:. n in the 
/ , 
impressionism ·,vhich was prepar ed by :Smma.nue l r;;1o.br ier and Faure . 
Deoussy and h .. presslouism 
Deb..lssy repr<:lScl 1J~,s an tontire l .r new treno in French ~lusic i11 ~l1e 
~1iztory of ~:>rench song • :!is i 1110V&.tions are .nany and :1is COtlvr :.tu tions tA 
the develop~nt of t :1c Frencn ... r v song is t~- t:,l eat one . 
Tl1~ !.ongs of Deoussy 
1 . ~rmoni c treatment -
a . Unresolved dissonances , most ly triads vnth added seconds , 
fourths , slxi..Hb and ::.even.ths 
F1·eq~~ d, 1se of trl ... or.tj 
a . Use o'f .noo.al .,..-ld penta~,I)H · c s~u.le:s 
e . Irreg..ll ... r a.nc1 fr~b"" to.:J.l:t" constiu:::-l:lor.. of p111"u.Se~:~ 
f . vvidance of 't·l~ :v di .g toni3 
Th~ ~.v ...... :.. re.:mlt or D .... bu::~J ' S st rle ·-as a style -,, ich 1ras <lStOil-
.... shing l y succe.-,si",ll i n pr oduciug the same -.e...tsl10us ~ffects tha.t the 
ir.>pressionistic pai uters had achieved -.ri bh color . T'11e architecture of 
Debussy ' s music , is not the result of the convent i o.lal structural function 
of i1!.1 l ..... ony, or .nelod y , or r nyth.-n, or color . I 1:. is a.11 arcllitect..tre ~nwhich 
nona of' C.lu.u J:-...a s .u1.a an O.ltsJ._a.. dine; p r c, but in ~:hicn all supplement 
eac::, otr.er to produce a i'abric ihi~.:h has s·~.r·_cturt~.l S.f ~netry and for ... n. 
I •<i!Jf't:h>SiOnis , 0 r"r...t ::l.S !.d.J ..,c..,.:l i .. :; .... u.flU-3.J..!t:o , u.rvse largelJ Olt 
of C 11:' fer::;on!l.l S 'GJ ... u of ,jUSt OLliJ CODpO.:>Or Of genius • ::>c.;f'~"t;e en~ fact , 
ho.rever , ~.hat DebussJ ' s i nnova tions did "lOt l ong remain in the musical 
vocabulary 1 they enabled hi:r" to add 1:1. reraarkable chapter to musical 
literature, a.:rrl to p-epare the road for t'1e ·• riting of the t-:rcntietll 
c .... ntury French ar o. - son5 , ·.hich .n~ utJvelop~d during the nineteenth centt.ry 
as a ne.v form of art . 
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